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Abstract: A low-cost medium based on soya bean whey (SBW) was prepared as a by-product from
agriculture and optimised for biocellulose (BC) production by Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1. The
optimal conditions for BC production are: pH 6.21, 1.61% ethanol concentration (v/v) and 28.4oC.
The use of optimised medium based on SBW increased BC production 3.6 fold compared to
standard Hestrin-Schramm (HS) medium. The BC film produced from the optimised medium was
stronger and more impermeable to water vapour and oxygen compared to the one produced from
the standard HS medium. These properties allow SBW film to be developed into eco-friendly food
packaging for oxygen-sensitive products. Its high water absorption capacity allows its use in
biomedical application such as wound dressing. Our results demonstrate that SBW can be used as
an alternative low-cost substrate for BC production on commercial scale.
Keywords: biocellulose, bacterial cellulose, soya bean whey, Komagataeibacter
_______________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

Cellulose is one of the most important biopolymer substances and has been widely used in
many industries because of its renewability, low cost and high abundance on earth. However, the
most industrially used cellulose is derived from higher plants and is usually contaminated with
hemicellulose, lignin and other plant components. To obtain pure cellulose, plant-derived cellulose
(PC) is purified using chemical pulping and isolation/purification processes which involve the use
of sodium hydroxide, sulphuric acid and other chemical reagents. These processes generate a large
1
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amount of liquid waste with high biological oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen demand
(COD) that causes severe environmental pollution [1]. Hence, researchers are interested in developing
biotechnological processes to produce cellulose from alternative sources such as micro-organisms.
Bacterial cellulose or biocellulose (BC) is an extracellular cellulose produced by some acetic
acid bacteria in the genus Komagataeibacter (formerly Gluconacetobacter) [2] such as K. xylinus,
K. nataicola, K. hansenii and K. swingsii [3-5]. BC has high purity and has been considered as an
alternative source of cellulose because of its clear advantages compared to PC in microfibrillar
nanostructure, high mechanical strength, high elasticity, conformability, thermal stability, high
water and liquid absorption, low toxicity, excellent biological affinity, and biodegradability [6-8].
Additionally, compared to PC, isolation and purification of BC is relatively simple and does not
need intense chemical processes with high waste production. These unique qualities have attracted
much attention to the use of BC as an alternative material in several special applications such as
functionalised paper sheets, fire retarding agent, wound dressing for severely damaged skin and
electronic paper [9-11]. However, BC is currently priced higher than PC. A promising approach to
reduce the cost of production of BC and maximise its yield is optimisation of culture conditions and
use of agricultural by-products or waste as substrate.
Soya bean whey (SBW) is a pale yellow liquid by-product which is produced from the
pressing of coagulated soya bean milk in tofu production. SBW is 79-90% of soya bean milk [12]
and has a high BOD (13,730 ppm) after 5 days of incubation [13]. It is a rich source of nutrient
containing protein, starch, fat and sugars such as glucose, fructose, sucrose, raffinose and stachyose
[14], which can be utilised as substrate for microbial fermentation [12]. Many studies have shown
that SBW can be used as an inexpensive substrate in the production of peptide-enriched functional
food, fungal mycelial protein and nisin, a high-value food preservative [12, 15, 16]. A few studies
have reported of its use in BC production by Komagataeibacter sp. [17-19].
The microbial productivity of BC depends on culture conditions such as the composition of
the medium (carbon, nitrogen and supplementary substances), pH, temperature and cultivation
method [20]. It is difficult to determine the most important factors and to optimise the culture
condition. One-factor-at-a-time is a conventional method for medium optimisation. It is timeconsuming and expensive, and often leads to misinterpretation of results when interactions between
different components take place [6]. Statistical experimental design has been applied to minimise
error in determining the effect of parameters and it indicates the simultaneous, systematic and
efficient variation of all parameters [21]. Response surface methodology (RSM) is a collection of
mathematical and powerful statistical technique commonly used to determine the optimal culture
conditions for multiple variables with a minimum number of experiments [22]. This technique had
been successfully applied for designing media in the production of probiotics, bacterial cellulose,
enzymes, organic acids and antibiotics [23-26].
In a previous study, we have reported the isolation of bacterial cellulose producer from
tropical fruits found in Thailand [27]. We found that Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 was the most
potent BC producer. In this study, the BC productivity of this strain is improved by optimising
culture conditions using RSM. We also report the use of SBW as a low-cost substrate for
production of BC and the characterisation of BC film obtained from optimised medium based on
SBW as compared with that obtained from standard Hestrin-Schramm (HS) medium.
Characteristics, namely morphology, mechanical properties, water vapour transmission rate, oxygen
gas transmission rate, water absorption capacity and colour appearance, are presented.
2
2
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial Strain and Raw Material
Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 was used as BC producer. The bacterium was isolated from
rotten papaya (Carrica papaya) and identified by morphological, physiological and biochemical
characterisations as well as 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis [27]. The isolate could utilise almost
all general carbon sources and gave the maximum BC yield in the standard HS medium [3]
containing 2% (w/v) mannitol (3.50 g/L) or ethanol (3.43 g/L) as the sole carbon source. Optimal
growth was obtained at 25-30oC, pH 4.5-7.0 and colonies appeared on a standard HS agar plate
after 2-3 days [27].
For long-time storage of the isolate, glycerol stocks of the micro-organism were prepared in
a medium containing 2.5% (w/v) glucose, 0.5% (w/v) peptone, 0.3% (w/v) yeast extract and 20%
(v/v) glycerol, and maintained at -80oC until further use.
SBW was provided by a small tofu processing factory in Ladkrabang district, Bangkok, and
kept at -10oC. Moisture content, protein content, fat, ash, total carbohydrate and lactose in SBW
were analysed using standard methods according to AOAC [28]. The pH of SBW was measured
using a pH meter (Cyberscan pH 2000, Utech Cybernetics, Singapore).
Preparation of Starter Culture
Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 was cultivated on standard HS agar at 30oC for 48 hr. Two
loopfuls of the bacterium were transferred into 300 mL of a sterilised starter medium in a 500-mL
Erlenmeyer flask. The starter medium consisted of 5% (w/v) sucrose, 1% (w/v) ammonium sulfate
and 0.1% (v/v) acetic acid. The volume of the starter medium was adjusted to 300 mL using SBW
and the pH of the medium adjusted to 4.5 using 6N NaOH. The starter culture was carried out
statically at 30oC for 48 hr.
Production of BC Using Medium Based on SBW
The filtered SBW was adjusted to different pHs by glacial acetic acid and 6N NaOH.
Subsequently, it was sterilised at 110oC for 20 min. and then supplemented with different volumes
of sterilised ethanol according to each experimental run (Table 1). The BC production was
performed in 250-mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing 90 mL of the medium based on SBW (Table 2).
Each flask was inoculated with 10 mL of the starter culture and incubation was done at different
temperatures for 7 days under static condition. BC pellicles formed were washed three times with
distilled water, treated with 2% (w/v) NaOH and sterilised at 121oC for 15 min. to eliminate residual
bacterial cells and medium components. Purified cellulose pellicles were washed again thrice with
distilled water and dried in a hot air oven at 65oC until constant weight was obtained. The BC
production yield was expressed as dry weight of BC per volume of culture medium (g/L).
Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis
The effects of three independent variables (k = 3), namely initial pH of culture medium
(X1), ethanol concentration (X2) and incubation temperature (X3), on BC production by
Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 were elucidated using a central composite design (CCD) of RSM.
Each independent variable was analysed at five levels, i.e. the lower limit (-), low (-1), central (0),
high (+1) and upper limit (+) (Table 1). The upper and the lower limits of each independent
variable were set at a distance of 1.682 (2k/4 = 1.682) from the design centre. For statistical analysis,
the three independent variables were coded according to the following equation [29]:
3
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Xi = (Ai-Ac)/∆Ai

(1)

where Xi is the independent variable code value; Ai, the independent variable actual value in the
original units; Ac, the independent variable actual value at the centre point in the original units; and
∆Ai, the step change in the original units.
Table 1. Code levels and the actual values of the factors of the three independent
variables at five levels of CCD
Independent variable
Initial pH of culture medium
Ethanol concentration (% v/v)
Incubation temperature (oC)

Code
X1
X2
X3

Actual value of factor at CCD level of:
- (-1.682)

-1

0

+1

+ (+1.682)

2.64
0
21.6

4
0.75
25.0

6
2
30.0

8
3.25
35.0

9.36
4.10
38.4

Six replications were performed at the centre point and the number of experimental runs was
calculated from the equation [30]:
N = 2k + 2k + c
(2)
where N is the number of experimental run; k, the number of independent variable; and c, the
number of replication at the centre point.
The response data (yield of BC) from each experimental run was analysed by multiple linear
regression using the PASW Statistics software (Version 18.0). Based on these results, a regression
model was developed to predict the effect of combined variables on BC production by
Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1. The responses can be predicted by the following second-order
polynomial regression equation [29]:
Y = B0 + B1(pH) + B2(E) + B3(T) + B11(pH)2 + B22(E)2 + B33(T)2 + B12(pH*E) + B13(pH*T) +
B23(E*T)
(3)
where Y is the predicted response (yield of BC, g/L); B0, the intercept term; B1-B3, the linear
coefficients; B11, B22, B33, the quadratic coefficients; B12, B13, B23, the cross product coefficients;
and pH, E and T, the initial pH of culture medium, ethanol concentration (% v/v) and incubation
temperature (oC) respectively. The quality of fit of the model was tested by an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and the coefficient of determination (R2). A value of R2 > 0.75 indicates aptness of the
model [29]. The response surface and contour plots were constructed with Statistica software (trial
version) to indicate an optimal condition using the fitted second-order polynomial equations
obtained by holding one of the independent variables constant and changing the levels of the other
two variables [31].
Growth and BC Production under Optimal Conditions
To verify the predicted responses, the growth and BC production of Komagataeibacter sp.
PAP1 were studied in 250-mL Erlenmeyer flasks under optimal conditions for 14 days. The viable
bacterial cells were examined everyday using spread plate technique. The cell suspensions used for
plating were obtained by vigorously shaking the culture flasks to release the bacterial cells from the
cellulose pellicles [32]. Then the flasks were serially diluted with 0.1% (w/v) peptone, and 0.1 mL
of each dilution was spread onto an agar plate containing an optimised medium based on SBW.
4
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Colonies were counted after three days of incubation using a Reichert Darkfield Quebec colony
counter (Model 13332600, Reichert Analytical Instruments Inc., USA).
Comparison of BC Production in Optimised SBW Medium and Standard HS Medium
Ten mL of the 48-hr starter culture were transferred to a 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask
containing 90 mL of optimised medium based on SBW or standard HS medium, 2% (w/v) glucose,
0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.5% (w/v) peptone, 0.27% (w/v) disodium hydrogen phosphate and
0.12% (w/v) citric acid (pH of mixture = 6.0). The culture was incubated statically for 7 days at an
optimal temperature for the optimised medium based on SBW, or at 30oC for standard HS medium.
After incubation, the yields of BC from each culture medium were analysed.
Preparation of BC Film
The BC samples produced in both media were immersed in 0.5% (v/v) ammonium
hydroxide overnight and washed thrice with tap water. Subsequently, the BC pellicles were boiled
for 30 min. to remove ammonium hydroxide and washed thrice again with tap water [33]. The
pellicles were squeezed to remove water using a pressing machine and then dried at 65oC for 3 hr.
Characterisation of BC Film
Mechanical properties
The BC films were examined for tensile strength, Young’s modulus and elongation at break
using a universal testing machine (TA plus, Lloyd Instruments Ltd., England) at a test speed of 0.25
mm/min. according to Thai Industrial Standard (TIS. 1353) [34]. Rectangular specimens for
measurements were cut from samples with a gauge length of 30 mm. Five specimens were made to
average the results.
Water vapour transmission rate
The water vapour transmission rate was analysed using a Lyssy L 80-4000 water vapour
permeation tester (Lyysy AG, Switzerland), and test conditions followed ASTM E398-13 [35] in
the humidity detection sensor method.
Oxygen gas transmission rate
The oxygen gas transmission rate was determined using an Illinois 8008 oxygen permeation
tester (Illinois Instruments Inc., USA), and test conditions followed the procedure of ASTM D398505 [36] in the coulometric sensor method.
Water absorption capacity
The water absorption capacity was examined using the procedure of ASTM D570-98 [37].
Each dried sample (2.54 × 7.62 cm) was immersed in distilled water at 23oC until equilibrium. The
swollen sample was removed from water and excess water at the surface was wiped off. The sample
was weighed and the water absorption capacity (%) was calculated (= (wet weight – dry
weight)/dry weight × 100).
Colour analysis
To investigate the colour appearance of samples, L*, a* and b* values were measured by the
CIELAB colour system with a colourimeter (Minolta CR-300, Konica Minolta, USA), where L* is
the lightness with a scale from 0 (black) to 100 (white); and a* and b* are the colour directions:
+a*, red direction; –a*, green direction; +b*, yellow direction; and –b*, blue direction.
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Scanning electron microscopy

The BC samples produced in both culture media were cut and coated with gold (Fine coater,
model JEC-12000, JEOL Ltd., Japan). A scanning electron microscope (JSM S410, JEOL Ltd.,
Japan) was used at 5 KV for sample examination with 5,000× and 30,000× magnifications.
Statistical analysis
Comparison of BC yields from optimised medium based on SBW versus standard HS
medium was statistically analysed by student’s t-test using PASW Statistics software (Version
18.0).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optimisation of Medium Based on SBW
In this study, SBW consisted of 98.87% moisture, 0.34% protein, 0.02% fat, 0.51% ash,
0.26% total carbohydrate and 0.02% lactose (pH 4.5). In general, the medium composition and
environmental factors affect bacterial cell growth and product formation [20]. Three main
fermentation factors, namely initial pH of culture medium (X1), concentration of carbon source
(X2) and incubation temperature (X3), were chosen for the optimisation of BC production by
Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 in SBW. In our previous study [27], mannitol and ethanol gave the
highest BC yield, but on cost consideration ethanol was selected as carbon source in this study.
CCD was used to identify the optimal condition for the medium. The experimental design and BC
yields obtained from different treatment combinations for BC production are summarised in Table
2. BC yields were determined using multiple regression analysis with p  0.05 and used to generate
second-order regression model capable of predicting the amounts of BC yield (Y) as a function of
the three independent variables. The derived regression equation (2) for the optimisation of the
medium based on SBW becomes:
Y = 3.946372 + 0.077053 (pH) + 0.163093 (E) - 0.483914 (T) - 0.730344 (pH)2 - 0.609879 (E)2 0.791462 (T)2 - 0.054291 (pH*E) - 0.099458 (pH*T) + 0.141458 (E*T)
(4)
The quality of fit of the quadratic polynomial equation was examined using R2 and
probability (p) values. The R2 value was found by calculation to be 0.835, indicating that 83.50% of
the variation in BC yields could be explained by the model (Table 3). The p value was found to be
significant (p < 0.05) and no significant lack of fit (p > 0.05) was noticed. As shown in Table 4,
statistical analysis indicates significant effects of ethanol concentration and incubation temperature
on BC production. The generated second-order regression model is adequate in predicting the BC
yield. From the linear coefficients of second-order equation above, initial pH of the culture medium
and ethanol concentration show a positive effect on BC synthesis, whereas incubation temperature
yields a negative result.
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Table 2. Experimental design and results of BC yield using central composite design
Treatment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Code variable level
X1
X2
X3
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
-1
+1
+1
+1
-1
+1
+1
+1
-1.682
0
0
+1.682
0
0
0
-1.682
0
0
+1.682
0
0
0
-1.682
0
0
+1.682
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Response (BC yield, g/L)
Observed
Predicted
2.05
2.670.02
0.99
1.610.04
2.20
2.240.02
1.71
1.590.03
2.51
3.100.02
1.06
1.490.03
2.44
2.290.04
1.56
1.400.02
1.76
1.290.02
2.01
1.810.02
2.33
0.830.02
2.50
2.950.05
2.53
2.090.06
0.90
0.670.02
3.95
3.600.06
3.95
3.810.06
3.95
4.000.04
3.95
4.010.04
3.95
4.010.02
3.95
4.350.03

Table 3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of BC yields
Source
Model
Residual
Total

SS
67.073
10.910
77.983

DF
9
50
59

MS
7.453
0.218

F-value
34.154

Note: SS = Sum of square, DF = Degree of freedom, MS = Mean square
R2 = 0.835

Table 4. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of effects of three
independent variables on BC yields
Code
Constant
X1
X2
X3
X1X2
X1X3
X2X3
X1X1
X2X2
X3X3

t- value
35.880
1.055
2.234
-6.628
-.569
-1.043
1.484
-10.264
-8.571
-11.123

Coefficient
3.946
.077
.163
-.484
-.054
-.099
.141
-.730
-.610
-.791

p-value
.000
.296
.030
.000
.572
.302
.144
.000
.000
.000

Note: X1 = initial pH of culture medium, X2 = ethanol concentration,
X3 = incubation temperature

7
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The second-order regression model was used to develop response surface plots (Figure 1).
Figure 1a shows the response surface curve of BC production as a function of initial pH of the
culture medium and ethanol concentration by keeping the incubation temperature at 30oC (central
level). The BC yield increases with elevated pH and ethanol concentration up to 6 and 2%
respectively. Further increase in both variables leads to opposite effects. Maximum BC production
of 3.30 g/L is obtained at pH 6.21 and 1.61% ethanol.
Figure 1b shows the response surface curve of BC production as a function of initial pH and
incubation temperature by keeping the concentration of ethanol at 2% (central level). The BC yield
increases with incubation temperature up to 30oC (central level) and then decreases. The maximum
BC yield of 3.53 g/L is obtained at initial pH of 6.21 and incubation temperature of 28.4oC.
Figure 1c shows the effect of ethanol concentration and incubation temperature on BC yield
at initial pH 6 (central level). The BC yield increases with ethanol concentration and temperature up
to 2% and 30oC respectively, and then decreases. The maximum BC yield of 3.42 g/L is obtained at
1.61% ethanol and 28.4oC. Based on Equation (4), the optimal values of initial pH, ethanol
concentration and incubation temperature are 6.21, 1.61% and 28.4oC respectively, with a
maximum BC yield of 4.03 g/L.

Figure 1. Three-dimensional response surface plots and contour plots of BC yield by
Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1: (a) effect of ethanol concentration and initial pH of culture medium;
(b) effect of initial pH of culture medium and temperature; (c) effect of ethanol concentration and
temperature
8
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To verify the predicted response, Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 was cultivated in the
optimised medium based on SBW under static condition for 14 days. As shown in Figure 2,
bacterial cells of isolate PAP1 increased rather slowly during the first two days and then increased
exponentially from the third to seventh day. A stationary phase was observed after seven days of
cultivation, and the viable cell count reached a maximum value of 8.2 × 107 cfu/mL. The production
of BC began from the first day of cultivation and increased rapidly from the third day. A maximum
BC production of 4.10 g/L was obtained on the seventh day of cultivation, after which it stabilised.
This result shows that BC production by Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 is growth-associated. The pH
of the culture medium decreased from 6.21 at the beginning to less than 3.50 after 14 days of
cultivation. Under these conditions, the BC yield was relatively close to the predicted response
(Table 2). Thus, they were used as optimal conditions in this study.

Figure 2. Growth and BC production of Komagataeibacter sp. PAP1 in optimised medium based
on SBW
Comparison of BC Production
As shown in Table 5, BC yields indicate that the optimised medium based on SBW is better
than the standard HS medium. The yield of BC in the former medium was 4.14 ± 0.02 g/L, 3.6
times higher than that (1.15 ± 0.03 g/L) obtained in the latter medium, the difference being highly
significant (p < 0.01). The results suggest that SBW has some accelerative properties which
increase cell growth and BC production [17]. The high productivity of BC in the optimised medium
based on SBW, compared to standard HS medium, may significantly lower its production cost. The
results obtained in this study are consistent with those in previous studies. Castro et al. [5] showed
that pineapple peel juice as medium gave higher BC yield than did HS medium (2.80 vs 2.10 g/L)
using Gluconacetobacter swingsii. Using waste from beer fermentation broth as raw material, Ha et
al. [38] found that in a 120-hr cultivation, the medium from the waste and the HS medium yielded
4.52 and 0.45 g/L of BC respectively. In contrast, Carreira et al. [39] showed a low level of BC
production of 0.08, 0.1, 0.1 and 0 g/L using cheese whey, grape skin aqueous extract, crude glycerol
and sulfite pulping liquor respectively. Such low BC yields are likely to be due to the presence of
inhibitors derived from industrial processes, which obstruct bacterial cell growth and BC
production.
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Table 5. Comparison of BC yields in two media
Medium
Optimised medium based on SBW
Standard HS medium

BC yield (g/L)
4.14 ± 0.02*
1.15 ± 0.03

Note: Results obtained are the mean of triplicates ± SD. Data were analysed using student’s t-test.
* Highly significant (p < 0.01)

Characterisation of BC Film
Structure
The morphology of BC film examined by scanning electron microscopy shows threedimensional porous network structures consisting of randomly arranged ribbon-shaped ultrafine
fibrils (Figure 3). The BC fibrils have transverse dimensions ranging 26-63 nm, which are smaller
than fibrils from PC [40]. The results are in accordance with previously reported BC structure [4142]. Figures 3a-b show SBW film as thicker ribbon-shaped fibrils compared to HS film (Figures 3cd). The reticulated structure of BC is tightly combined in SBW film but loose in HS film.

Figure 3. Structure of BC film produced from optimised SBW medium with magnification 5,000×
(a) and 30,000× (b), and from standard HS medium with magnification 5,000× (c) and 30,000× (d)
Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of both SBW and HS films are shown in Table 6. The SBW film
shows an increase of 108% in tensile strength and 841% in Young’s modulus over those of the HS
film. The elongation at the break of SBW film (3.28%) was 3.4 times less than that of HS film
(11.17%). The high Young’s modulus of film made from BC can be explained by the structure of
the BC pellicle, which has ribbon-shaped fibrils that are more easily oriented in one plane when
they are pressed [43]. Furthermore, wider ribbons give higher tensile strength and Young’s modulus
because of increasing effective cross-sectional area and number of 1,4 covalent bonds [44]. The
tensile strength and Young’s modulus values of BC films produced in this study are relatively high
compared to previous reports [44-45].
10
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Table 6. Properties of BC film
Property

SBW film

HS film

Tensile strength (MPa)
Young’s modulus (MPa)
Elongation at break (%)
Water vapour transmission rate (g/m2/day)
Oxygen gas transmission rate (cm3/m2/day)
Water absorption capacity (%)

49.16
2498.69
3.28
1986
23.1
232.29

23.58
265.51
11.17
2549
173
257.83

Barrier properties and water absorption
Barrier properties, viz. water vapour transmission rate and oxygen gas transmission rate, are
listed in Table 6. The SBW film gives 22% lower water vapour transmission rate than does HS film
and also acts as an efficient barrier to oxygen compared with HS film (23.1 vs 173 cm3/m2/day).
Similar to the present study, Rani et al. [45] found the BC film produced from grape medium to be
a better barrier to oxygen (415.27 cm3/m2/day) than one produced from the HS medium (1962.67
cm3/m2/day). They also found that the BC film has a higher water vapour transmission rate and
lower oxygen gas transmission rate (2448.28 g/m2/day and 415.27 cm3/m2/day) when compared
with a synthetic polymer (18-20 g/m2/day and 8000-1400 cm3/m2/day).
Both SBW and HS films show great water absorption property. The water absorption
capacity of both kinds of film is over 2 times of their weight (Table 6). This is because BC has a
three-dimensional porous network structure which can maintain a large amount of water [10, 46].
Colour appearance
Both SBW and HS films were opaque and white, as evident from the L* values being
shifted slightly towards the lighter side (Table 7), suggesting that no bleaching is required for either
film. The results compare well with a previous report on the utilisation of coconut water and
pineapple water for BC production by Acetobacter xylinum strains [47]. The BC sheets produced
from both kinds of agricultural waste exhibited a white colour and an opaque yellow colour
respectively, thus needing no de-colourisation.
Table 7. Results of colour analysis of BC film
Sample
SBW film
HS film

CIE Lab value  Standard error
L*
a*
b*
57.72  0.34
-2.06  0.17
-5.49  0.06
58.56  0.10
-1.19  0.03
-5.31  0.21

CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated that soya bean whey can be efficiently used as a substrate for
BC production. It has also shown that the BC film obtained shows good properties in the terms of
mechanical strength, barrier to water vapour and oxygen, water absorption capacity and colour.
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INTRODUCTION

The concept of fuzzy sets and fuzzy set operations was first introduced by Zadeh [1] and
subsequently several authors have studied various aspects of the theory and applications of fuzzy
sets. Bounded and convergent sequences of fuzzy numbers were introduced by Matloka [2], who
showed that every convergent sequence is bounded. Nanda [3] studied the spaces of bounded and
convergent sequence of fuzzy numbers and showed that they are complete metric spaces. Çakan and
Şengönül [4] studied the space of convergent and bounded sequence of fuzzy numbers and showed
that they are Banach spaces under a suitable norm. Altmok et al. [5] introduced the notions of
lacunary almost statistical convergence and lacunary strongly almost convergent sequences. In
comparison with the classical sequence spaces, several authors have extended such notions to
sequences of fuzzy numbers. One may see also Savaş [6] for sequence of fuzzy numbers.
The notion of difference sequence of complex numbers was introduced by Kizmaz [7]. Later
on Et and Colak [8], Tripathy and Et [9], Tripathy et al. [10], Dutta [11-13], Dutta and Bilgin [14],
Başarır et al. [15] and some others have defined difference sequences by introducing different
difference operators. In this article the author uses some difference operators which generalise all
previous such operators and extends the notion of difference sequences to sequences of fuzzy
numbers using these most generalised difference operators. First, some well known definitions are
given.
Let D denote a set of all closed bounded intervals A =  A1 , A2  on real line R. Let A, B be two
closed bounded intervals (i.e. A, B  D). Then we define:
A ≤ B if and only if A1≤ B1 and A2 ≤ B2, and
15
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d(A, B) = max(|A1-B1|, |A2-B2|).
Then d is a metric on D. It is well known that (D, d) is a complete metric space and ‘≤’ is a
partial order relation in D.
A fuzzy real number X is a fuzzy set on R, i.e. a mapping X : R  I (=[0,1])
associating each real number t with its grade of membership X (t). A fuzzy real number X is called
convex if X(t)  X(s)  X(r) = min (X(s), X(t)), where s < t < r. If there exists t0  R such that X(t0)
=1, then the fuzzy real number X is called normal. A fuzzy real number X is said to be upper-semicontinuous if, for each >0, X-1( [0, a + )) for all aI is open in the usual topology of R. The set
of all upper-semicontinuous, normal, convex fuzzy real numbers is denoted by R(I). Throughout the
article, by a fuzzy real number we mean that the number belongs to R(I).
The -level set [X] of the fuzzy real number X, for 0 <   1, is defined as [X] =
{t R : X(t)  }; for  = 0, it is the closure of the strong 0-cut. Throughout the article  means
[0, 1] unless otherwise stated.
A fuzzy real number X is called non-negative if X(t) = 0 for all t < 0. The set of all nonnegative fuzzy real numbers is denoted by R*(I ).
Let d : R(I)  R(I)  R be defined by:





d (X, Y) = sup d [ X ] ,[Y ] .
0  1

Then d defines a metric on R(I). In fact (R(I), d ) is a complete metric space. The additive
identity and multiplicative identity in R(I) are denoted by 0 and 1 respectively.
For any two elements X, Y of R(I), let us define:
X ≤ Y if and only if [X]α ≤ [Y]α for any α  [0, 1].
A subset E of R(I) is said to be bounded above if there exists a fuzzy real number M, called an
upper bound of E, such that X ≤ M for every X  E. M is called the least upper bound or supremum
of E if M is an upper bound and the smallest of all upper bounds. A lower bound and the greatest
lower bound or infimum are defined similarly. E is said to be bounded if it is bounded both above
and below.
If  M ,   is a linear metric space, then it is known that g(x) =   x,   is a norm on M, where

 is the zero element in M.
Now let  be a fuzzy number such that   x   0 for all x  R ; then
X  d  X , 
is a norm on R(I). Also, it is easy to show that R(I) is a complete normed linear space, i.e. the space
is a Banach space.
A sequence X = (Xk) of fuzzy real numbers is a function X from the set N of all positive
integers into R(I). The fuzzy real number Xk denotes the value of the function at k  N and is called
the kth term or general term of the sequence.
The set of convergent sequences is denoted by cF. A sequence X = (Xk) of fuzzy numbers is
said to be convergent to the fuzzy real number X0, written as limkXk = X0, if for every ε > 0 there
exists n0  N such that
X k  X 0 < ε, for k  n0 .
A sequence X = (Xk) of fuzzy real numbers is said to be a Cauchy sequence if, for every ε > 0,
there exists n0 N such that
16
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X k  X l < ε, for k, l  n0 .

The set of bounded sequences is denoted by  F . A sequence X = (Xk) of fuzzy real numbers is
said to be bounded if the set {Xk: k N} of fuzzy numbers is bounded; equivalently,
sup X k   .
k

NEW DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS

Let r and s be two non-negative integers and v = (vk) be a sequence of non-zero reals. Then
we define the following new definitions and spaces.
A sequence X = (Xk) of fuzzy numbers is said to be  (sv , r ) -convergent to the fuzzy real
number X0, written as limk  (sv , r ) Xk = X0, if for every ε > 0 there exists n0  N such that

(sv , r ) X k  X 0 < ε for k  n0,



 



where (sv , r ) X k = (sv,1r ) X k   (sv,1r ) X k  r and  0(v , r ) X k  vk X k for all k  N , which is equivalent to
the following binomial representation:

s
s
 (sv , r ) X k =  (1)i  vk  ri X k  ri .
i 0
i 

In this expansion, we take vk = 0 and X k = 0 for non-positive values of k.





Let c F  (sv, r )

(1)

denote the set of all  (sv , r ) -convergent sequences of fuzzy real numbers. In

particular if X0 = 0 in the above definition, we say X = (Xk) to be  (sv , r ) -null sequence of fuzzy real





numbers and we denote the set of all  (sv , r ) -null sequences of fuzzy real numbers by c0F  (sv, r ) .
s
(v, r )

s
(v, r )

A sequence X = (Xk) of fuzzy numbers is said to be  -bounded if the set {  Xk : k  N}
of fuzzy real numbers is bounded.
Let  F  (sv , r ) denote the set of all  (sv , r ) -bounded sequences of fuzzy real numbers.









sequences

of



Similarly we can define the sets c0F  vs , r , c F  vs , r
convergent



s 1
v, r

and
s 1
v, r



 vs , r -bounded

fuzzy





and  F  vs , r

real



numbers,

of  vs , r -null,  vs , r where



s
v, r



Xk =

 X k   X k  r and  X k  vk X k for all k  N , which is equivalent to the following binomial
representation:
s
s
 vs , r X k =  (1)i  vk  ri X k  ri .
i 0
i 
0
v, r

Taking s = 0 and vk = 1 for all k  N in the above definitions, we get the spaces c0F , c F and
 F .







In general, the spaces c0F  vs , r , c F  vs , r

 and     are not Banach spaces. In fact, it is
F


s
v, r

not possible in general to find some fuzzy real number X-Y such that X=Y+(X-Y) (called the
Hukuhara difference when it exists.)
Let Sc0F  vs , r , Sc F  vs , r and S  F  vs , r be the subsets of c0F  vs , r , c F  vs , r and
F




s
v, r























 
respectively, consisting of sequences of fuzzy real numbers that satisfy the Hukuhara
difference. Such subsets exist as every real number is a fuzzy real number.
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Theorem 1. The spaces Sc0F  vs , r , Sc F  vs , r and S  F  vs , r are Banach spaces under the norm:

X

/

= sup  (sv , r ) X k

(2)

k





Proof. We prove the result only for the case Sc F  vs , r ; for the other cases it will follow on
/




,... for each i  N . Then for

applying similar arguments. It is easy to see that . is a norm on Sc F  vs , r . To prove completeness,
i

F





s
v, r

i

 = X , X

let (X ) be a Cauchy sequence in Sc  , where X = X
a given ε > 0, there exists a positive integer n0 such that
Xi  X

j /

i
k

i
1

i
2

= sup  (sv , r ) X ki  (sv , r ) X kj < ε for all i, j ≥ n0 .
k

It follows that

(sv , r ) X ki  (sv , r ) X kj < ε for all i, j ≥ n0 and k  N .



This implies that (sv , r ) X ki



s
(v, r )

X

i
k



is a Cauchy sequence in L(R) for all k≥1. But L(R) is complete, so

 is convergent in L(R) for all k≥1.

s 
i
 vk ru X k  ru = Nk, for example for each k≥1.
i 
u0
u 
Considering k =1, 2, . . .rs, . . ., we can easily conclude that lim X ki = Xk exists for each k≥1 (see
i 
(1)).
It remains to show that X = (Xk) Sc F  vs , r . Now we can find that
For simplicity, let lim  (sv , r ) X ki =

s

 (1)



u



lim  (sv , r ) X ki   (sv , r ) X kj < ε for all i ≥ n0 and k  N .
j 

Hence,

(sv , r ) X ki   s(v , r ) X k < ε for all i ≥ n0 and k  N .
This implies that
Xi  X



/

< ε for all i ≥ n0







Since Sc F  vs , r is a linear space, it follows that X = (Xk) Sc F  vs , r . This completes the proof.













Theorem 2. The spaces Sc0F  vs , r , Sc F  vs , r and S  F  vs , r are Banach spaces under the norm:

X

//

=

rs


k 1

X k + sup vs , r X k
k

Proof. The proof follows by similar arguments as applied to proving Theorem 1.



Remark 1. For any sequence X = (Xk), X Z  vs , r
/

F


 if and only if





X  Z  (sv, r ) , for Z = c0F , c F

//

and  . Also, it is obvious that the norms . and . are equivalent.













Theorem 3. (i) The spaces Sc0F sv , r  , Sc F sv , r  and S  F (sv , r ) are isometric with the spaces
F
0

F

F


Sc , Sc and S  .
(ii) The spaces Sc0F  vs , r , Sc F  vs , r
Sc F and S  F .











and S  F  vs , r



are isometric with the spaces Sc0F ,





Proof. (i) For Z = c0F , c F and  F , let us define a mapping f : SZ  (sv, r ) → SZ as follows:
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fX =Y= (sv , r ) X k , for every X  SZ  (sv, r )



(3)

Then
fX

F

=Y

F

= sup Yk
k

= sup  (sv ,r ) X k , where . F is a norm on SZ , which can be
k

obtained from (2) by taking s = 0 and vk = 1 for all k  N .
/

= X , using (2).
This completes the proof.
(ii) In view of Remark 1, we can also define a mapping similar to (3) on the spaces
F
Sc0  vs , r , Sc F  vs , r and S  F  vs , r . Thus, the proof follows.
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Abstract: This paper presents the results of a study conducted to investigate the flexural behaviour
of foam concrete containing pulverised bone as partial replacement of cement. A total of sixty
reinforced beams (150×150×750 mm) were used to investigate the flexural behaviour of the
specimens. For reinforcement of the beams, hot-rolled, deformed 10-mm-diameter bars with yield
and ultimate stresses of 478.10 N/mm2 and 710.81 N/mm2 respectively were used. The cement
constituent of the mix was partly replaced with up to 20% of pulverised bone. The flexural
parameters investigated are crack formation and its pattern, failure mode, ultimate load, theoretical
and experimental ultimate moments, deflection and stiffness. From the results of this investigation, it
is concluded that the provision of the design standard in relation to shear and flexural design of
beams can be considered as adequate for the design of reinforced foam concrete. It is further
concluded that the stiffness is not affected by the inclusion of pulverised bone in the mix at up to
15% cement replacement level, and neither is the deflection pattern of the uncracked sections of the
specimens affected by the inclusion of pulverised bone. The bending moments of the specimens,
however, decreased with increase in pulverised bone.
Keywords: foam concrete, cement, pulverised bone, flexural strength
________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

Foam concrete is a lightweight concrete that has proved suitable for lightly-loaded structural
applications and as a weight-reducing measure in structures. It has also made possible the use of
many industrial and agricultural waste products in its production with attendant environmental
benefits [1-3]. A waste product suitable for use in foam concrete production, especially for low-cost
construction, is pulverised bone obtained from cow bones generated from abattoirs [4]. Results of
our previous investigation [4] conducted on paste and mortar have shown that pulverised bone is
suitable as a partial replacement of cement because of its pozzolanic properties [5, 6]. Falade et al.
[7] have demonstrated that using pulverised bone as a partial replacement of cement, at up to 20%
20
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replacement level, in the production of foam concrete results in a lightweight concrete material with
adequate strength (compressive and tensile) for structural applications in line with the
recommendations for lightweight concrete [8, 9]. Furthermore, the use of pulverised bone was also
found to be cost-effective when compared with normal concrete of comparable strength [10]. The
objectives of the present study are to investigate into the flexural characteristic of foam concrete
containing pulverised bone as a partial replacement of cement. The flexural parameters studied are
crack formation and propagation, deflection, ultimate moment and stiffness.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Ordinary Portland cement produced in accordance with British and Nigerian standards [11,
12] was used as the main binder. Cow bones from which pulverised bone was produced were
obtained from Oko-Oba abattoir in Agege local government area of Lagos State. The bones were
dried after they had been separated from all the muscles, flesh, tissues, intestines and fat. The dried
bones were then pulverised with a grinder into powder and the fraction passing through BS sieve
aperture opening of size 150 µm (0.15 mm) was packaged in bags and stored in a cool dry place.
Sand from River Ogun at Ibafo town in Ogun State of Nigeria was used for this work. Particles
passing through 3.35-mm sieve but retained on 0.150-mm sieve were used. Coarser aggregate might
settle in a lightweight mix and lead to collapse of the foam during mixing. Lithofoam, a protein-based
foaming agent supplied by Dr Lucas of West Germany, was used in this study. This is in line with the
findings [13, 14] that protein-based foaming agents produce more stable, smaller and stronger bubble
structure, resulting in foam concrete with higher strength when compared to foam concrete produced
by other types of foaming agents. The dilution ratio for the surfactant was one part of surfactant to
25 parts of water. The water used was potable tap water. This is crucial when using a protein-based
foaming agent because organic contamination can have an adverse effect on the quality of the foam,
and hence of the concrete produced.
Mix Proportions
From available literature [15-17], foam concrete of structural value can be produced at
densities between 1200-1900 kg/m3. The density being the design criterion in foamed concrete, a mix
proportion that produces the target plastic density of 1600 kg/m3 (±100 kg/m3) was then developed.
To achieve the desired design density and workability, trial mixes were carried out. The following
mix design parameters were adopted: (i) a binder (cement and pulverised bone)/sand ratio of 1: 3, (ii)
a water/binder ratio of 0.5, and (iii) a foaming agent dilution of 1:25. The mix constituent
proportions are shown in Table 1.
Reinforced Concrete Beam Details and Instrumentation
In order to assess the flexural behaviour of the foam concrete, reinforced foam concrete
beams were designed in accordance with British Standard [18], the current code of practice in use in
Nigeria. Details of the beam are shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Mix constituent proportions for foam concrete mixes
PB*
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%

Binder (kg)
Cement
PB*
25.00
0.00
23.75
1.25
22.50
2.50
21.25
3.75
20.00
5.00

Sand
(kg)
75
75
75
75
75

Water for base
mix (kg)
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50

Foam concentration
Mixing water (kg) Foam agent (g)
4.688
187.5
4.688
187.5
4.688
187.5
4.688
187.5
4.688
187.5

* PB = Pulverised bone

P
0.5P

0.5P

150

X

Y8@75
50

216.45

30

2Y10

2Y8
216.45

216.45

90

30

x– x cross section

50

X

Figure 1. Details of reinforced foam concrete beam and loading arrangement. All dimensions are in
millimetres. High yield steel is indicated by Y and the number following Y represents the diameter.

The number before Y indicates the number of either tension or compression reinforcements while the
symbol @ represents the spacing of links. The applied load is represented by P. Line X-X indicates
the point of cross-section.

The beams (150×150×750 mm) were reinforced with minimum area of reinforcement (0.13%
bh, b = breadth of beam, h = depth of beam) in accordance with British Standard [18]. The
reinforcement for the beams consisted of two 10-mm-diameter hot-rolled, deformed bars with yield
and ultimate stresses of 478.10 N/mm2 and 710.81 N/mm2 respectively. For shear reinforcement, 8mm-diameter hot-rolled, deformed bars with yield and ultimate stresses of 475.42 N/mm2 and 666.90
N/mm2 respectively were used. The cover was 30 mm while the spacing for shear reinforcement was
75 mm to satisfy the requirement of British Standard [18], limiting the spacing for shear
reinforcement to a value less than 0.75 of the effective depth (0.75 x 107 = 80.75 mm).
The replacement of cement with pulverised bone in the beams was varied from 0 to 20% at
5% increment (based on preliminary findings). Beams without pulverised bone served as control.
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Beam specimens were produced and tested under the third point loading (Figure 2) in accordance
with British Standard [19]. A dial gauge was placed under the beam at the mid-span to measure the
deflection at regular interval of loading. The load at which the first visible crack was noticed was
recorded; so was the load at which failure occurred. The test was terminated when a little increase in
load led to a very large deflection. A total number of 60 beams were cast and tested at 28-day curing
age [20].

Figure 2. Testing arrangement of beam specimens
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Crack Formation, Its Pattern and Failure Mode
For all the beams, both with and without pulverised bone, the typical crack patterns formation
is shown in Figure 3. The crack usually started at the support followed by a tiny one adjacent to it.
These cracks gradually widened, so that at failure another crack parallel to the previous one
developed as well as a tiny vertical one at the centre.

(a) Initial crack pattern

(b) Crack pattern at failure
Figure 3. Crack development of beams
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The angle of inclination of the cracks to the horizontal varied between 41.8-49o as the
percentage of cement replacement with pulverised bone increased (Table 2), the average being
44.95o. In the design of links for beams with normal concrete, it is assumed [18] that the diagonal
crack is generated at an angle of 45o to the tension reinforcement (i.e. to the horizontal) for normal
concrete.
Table 2. Angle of inclination of the cracks to the horizontal
%
PB*

Angle (degree) of
crack from horizontal

Deviation from 45o

% Deviation

0

41.80 ± 0.20

- 3.20

- 7.11

5

42.00 ± 0.90

- 3.00

- 6.67

10

43.95 ± 0.22

- 1.05

- 2.23

15

46.97 ± 1.26

+1.97

+ 4.38

20

49.00 ± 0.78

+4.00

+ 8.89

* Pulverised bone
From the above values of angle of inclination in Table 2, the numerical variation was less than
10%. Thus, the equations developed for the calculation of area of shear reinforcement for beams of
normal concrete (equation 1), according to British Standard [18], can be considered valid for
reinforced foam concrete beam with and without pulverised bone. These equations, on the basis of
shear stress value, are given as [18]:
or nominal links

(for v < 0.5vc)

(for 0.5vc < v (vc + 0.4)

(1)

(for vc + 0.4 < v < 0.8√fcu or 5N/mm2)
where:

Asc
sv
fyv
b
v
vc

= area of shear reinforcement
= spacing of shear reinforcement
= characteristic strength of shear reinforcement
= breath of the beam section
= shear stress due to ultimate loads
= shear resistance of the concrete

The failure mode for all the specimens irrespective of the content of the pulverised bone was
in the form of inclined cracks that developed at the edge of the support, extending to the direction of
the loading point as the load was increased, thus resulting in the splitting of the beam. This can be
seen in Figure 3. This mode of failure is described as the diagonal tension failure [2].
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Effect of Pulverised Bone on Failure Load and Failure Moment
The theoretical bending moment was calculated for each of the beam specimens from equation
(2), derived by assuming the idealisation of rectangular stress block and using an average stress of
0.67 fcu (N/mm2) over 0.9 time of the neutral axis depth, i.e. the stress block contained in British
Standard [18] as suggested by Regan and Arasteh [21]:
= 0.156fcubd2 ………..

Mu

(2)

where:
fcu
= compressive strength of specimen for each cement replacement
level with pulverised bone (N/mm2)
b
= width of beam specimen (mm)
d
= effective depth (mm)
The experimental bending moment (MEXP) was calculated by using the equation for the
structural form that is compatible with the third point loading configuration as shown in Figure 4.
P
0.5P

0.5P

0.333l

0.333l

0.333l

l (m)
Figure 4. Structural configuration for third point loading (P = applied load, l = span of beam)
The bending moment equation [22] is:
M

= 0.167Pl

………..

(3)

where:
M = maximum bending moment
P = failure load (KN)
L = span of beam specimen (m)
The failure load, the theoretical ultimate moment (MBS) and the experimental ultimate
moment (MEXP) computed from equations (2) and (3) are shown in Table 3. It is noted, however,
that in computing MEXP, the service load was obtained by dividing the load at the first visible crack
by 1.6. This presupposes that flexural failure by the load has already occurred at the first visible
crack, and this load was thus used to calculate the experimental ultimate moment. From the Table,
the following observations can be made.
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Table 3. Comparison between experimental and theoretical bending moments
%
PB

Load at
first crack
(KN)

Failure
load (KN)

%
Decrease
in failure
load

Service
load
(KN)

Theoretical
(BS 8110)
design
moment

(KN.m), MEXP

(KN.m), MBS

Experimental
ultimate
moment

0%

75.00 ± 0.50

92.50 ± 0.96

-

46.88

4.13

4.40

1.07

5%

70.00 ± 1.50

87.50 ± 1.32

5.4

43.75

3.88

4.10

1.06

10%

70.00 ± 0.87

85.00 ± 1.31

8.1

43.75

3.75

4.10

1.09

15%

65.00 ± 0.50

80.00 ± 0.87

13.5

40.63

3.55

3.81

1.07

20%

62.50 ± 0.50

72.50 ± 0.87

21.6

39.06

3.48

3.66

1.05

* PB = pulverised bone

Effect of pulverised bone on failure load
It is observed from Table 3 that the failure load decreases with increasing pulverised bone
content. The load at which the first crack occurred follows the same trend. This can be attributed to
a lowering of density with increase in pulverised bone content as a result of lower specific gravity of
pulverised bone (2.22) in relation to that of cement (2.92). On average the cracking load is about
82% of the failure load (81.1%, 80.0%, 82.4%, 81.3% and 86.2% for 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%
respectively of cement replacement with pulverised bone).
Effect of pulverised bone on ultimate moment
The effects of pulverised bone on the flexural strength can be seen in Table 3. The bending
moments (both theoretical and experimental) decrease with increasing pulverised bone content,
probably as a result of reduced density [7], with consequent reduction in compressive strength. The
bending moments are calculated on the assumption that failure takes place at the onset of the first
visible crack. The values of the experimental bending moments are consistently higher than those of
the theoretical ones calculated using equation (2), although the difference can be considered
insignificant (generally less than 10%), considering the fact that aerated concrete is a variable
material. Thus equation (2) developed on the basis of rectangular stress idealisation can be
considered to be valid for foam concrete with and without pulverised bone.
Effect of Reinforcement on Failure Load
The failure loads for the beam specimens are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the addition
of reinforcement significantly improves the flexural performance of the foam concrete at all
replacement levels. The failure loads for reinforced beam specimens are multiples of those of
unreinforced specimens. This is an indication that the inclusion of reinforcement inhibits the
propagation of cracks in foam concrete and thus enhances its bending resistance.
Effect of Pulverised Bone on Load Deflection
The mid-span load-deflection curves for the foam concrete with and without pulverised bone
are presented in Figure 5. The curves are characterised by three distinctly different segments
separated by three significant events that took place during the process of loading until failure.
Using the 0% replacement (Figure 5b) as representative, these regions are AB, BC and CD. In the
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Table 4. Effect of reinforcement on failure load
% PB*

Failure load (KN) of beam
without reinforcement,
PWOR

Failure load (KN) of
beam with reinforcement,
PWR

PWR/ P WOR

0%

15.0 ± 1.80

92.50 ± 1.96

6.17

5%

15.0 ± 0.87

87.50 ± 1.32

5.83

10%

12.5 ± 1.32

85.00 ± 1.31

6.80

15%

12.5 ± 0.00

80.00 ± 0.87

6.80

20%

10.0 ± 0.50

72.50 ± 0.87

7.25

* PB = pulverised bone

% PB

(a) Load deflection for all cement replacements with pulverised bone

C
D
B

A
(b) Load deflection for 0% replacement of cement with pulverised bone
Figure 5. Load-deflection curves for foam concrete
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first region (AB), deflection can be considered to be directly proportional to the applied load until
the first visible crack appears. This region terminates at the load at which the first visible crack
occurs. The relationship between load and deflection of the material can be described as linear in this
region. The second region (BC) represents that between the load at first crack and the load at failure.
A relatively larger deflection results from load increase until complete failure. Also, the cracks
become wider and the load deflection cannot be considered to be linear. The last is the failure region
(CD) where sustained load results in a large deflection.
Table 5 compares the cracking load to the failure load for all the mixes. The cracking load
decreases with increasing pulverised bone content. This can be attributed to a decrease in density and
consequent decrease in compressive strength. The failure load also follows the same trend. The
cracking load is 82% of the failure load on the average. The effect of pulverised bone on the
deflection is presented in Table 6. It can be seen that the deflection at first crack of the foam concrete
with 5-20% pulverised bone in relation to the control (0%) does not differ significantly. In other
words, the addition of pulverised bone has no effect on the specimens up to initial cracking, although
the same cannot be said of the behaviour after the appearance of first crack and at failure. At failure,
the final deflection of the foam concrete with 15-20% pulverised bone becomes significant in relation
to the control.
Table 5. Comparison between cracking and failure loads
% PB*

Cracking load
(KN)

Failure load
(KN)

% Cracking load in relation
to failure load

0%

75.00 ± 0.00

92.50 ± 0.00

81.1

5%

70.00 ± 5.00

87.50 ± 5.00

80.0

10%

70.00 ± 5.00

85.00 ± 5.00

82.4

15%

65.00 ± 0.00

80.00 ± 0.00

81.3

20%
62.50 ± 0.00
* PB = pulverised bone

72.50 ± 0.00

86.2

Table 6. Effect of pulverised bone on deflection of foam concrete
% PB*

Deflection at
crack (mm)

% Difference
from control

Deflection at
failure (mm)

% Difference
from control

0

125 ± 0.00

-

260 ± 5.00

-

5

125 ± 5.00

0

280 ± 0.00

7.7

10

130 ± 5.00

4

280 ± 5.00

7.7

15

130 ± 0.00

4

300 ± 5.00

15.4

20
135 ± 0.00
* PB = Pulverised bone

8

300 ± 0.00

15.4
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Stiffness
Sin [23] reported that the gradient of the load-deflection curve is an indication of beam
stiffness. The stiffness computed from load-deflection curves in Figure 5 is shown in Table 7. Prior
to cracking, the stiffness values are not affected significantly by the inclusion of pulverised bone up
to 15% replacement, the difference being less than 10%. It only becomes significant at 20%
replacement. However, after cracking, the stiffness is affected by inclusion of pulverised bone at all
replacement levels. The loss of stiffness after cracking is a consequence of the reduction in crosssectional area of the concrete. The stiffness of the control is not affected by cracking.
Table 7. Stiffness of foam concrete beam specimens
% PB *

Pre-crack
stiffness

% Variation
from control

Post-crack
stiffness

% Variation
from control

0%

1.09 ± 0.00

--

1.09 ± 0.01

--

5%

1.12 ± 0.01

+ 2.75

1.40 ± 0.02

28.40

10%

1.08 ± 0.00

- 0.91

1.50 ± 0.04

37.62

15%

1.00 ± 0.00

- 8.25

1.50 ± 0.02

37.62

20%

0.89 ± 0.02

- 18.35

2.00 ± 0.05

83.50

* PB = Pulverised bone
CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this investigation, the followings conclusions can be made:
1) The equation developed for the calculation of shear reinforcement for beams in normal
concrete can be considered valid for reinforced foam concrete beam with and without
pulverised bone.
2) Increase in pulverised bone does not have an effect on crack formation and propagation, and
neither does it have any effect on the mode of failure.
3) Deflection of beam specimens increases as the quantity of pulverised bone in the mix
increases.
4) Increase in the dosage of pulverised bone brings about the reduction in bending moment.
5) Equation (2), developed on the basis of rectangular stress idealisation for normal concrete,
can be considered to be valid for foam concrete with and without pulverised bone.
6) The stiffness of foam concrete is not affected by the inclusion of pulverised bone up to 15%
replacement level.
7) The use of reinforcement significantly improves the flexural performance of foam concrete.
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Abstract: An efficient Hantzsch synthesis of various substituted 1,4-dihydropyridines from an
aldehyde, a β-dicarbonyl compound and ammonium acetate using p-toluenesulfonic acid in a
solvent-free condition in the absence of any other co-catalyst is described. The process is simple
and environmentally benign and the catalyst is commercially available and inexpensive. This
method has the advantages of excellent yield (80–96%) and short reaction time (5-20 min.).
Irradiation of a typical 1,4-dihydropyridine leads to the corresponding pyridine.
Keywords:
Hantzsch synthesis, 1,4-dihydropyridines, p-toluenesulfonic acid, solvent-free
synthesis
________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, notable attention has been focused on the synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridyl
compounds due to their significant biological activities [1]. 1,4-Dihydropyridines (1,4-DHPs), as
analogues of NADH coenzymes and other related derivatives, are widely used as calcium channel
blockers for the treatment of cardiovascular disorder including hypertension, angina and cardiac
arrhythmias [2]. Today, commercial representatives such as nifedipine (1), amlodipine (2),
felodipine (3) and nicardipine (4) are some of the best selling drugs that are used in the treatment of
hypertension (Figure 1).
1,4-Dihydropyridines are calcium antagonists [3], antitubercular agents [4] and neuropeptide
Y Y1 receptor antagonists [5]. They possess neuroprotective [6], platelet antiaggregation [7] and
antidiabetic activities [8]. These cases clearly demonstrate the remarkable potential of new 1,4-DHP
derivatives as a source of valuable drug candidates.
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Figure 1. Some commercial 1,4-DHPs
The classical synthesis of 1,4-DHPs by Hantzsch method [9] was developed as a one-pot
condensation of an aldehyde with ethyl acetoacetate and ammonia either in acetic acid at room
temperature or by refluxing in an alcohol for a long time [10]. However, the yields of the
corresponding 1,4-DHPs obtained by the Hantzsch synthesis were generally low with harsh reaction
conditions and long reaction times. A number of modified methods under improved conditions have
been reported. In many of reported methods for the 1,4-DHP synthesis, solvent media such as
ethanol, methanol and acetonitrile that may be harmful to the environment were used [11-13]. Also,
several solvent-free procedures have been reported, but in spite of their potential utilities, many of
those methods suffer from unsatisfactory yields, expensive and toxic reagents, and long reaction
times [14]. Thus, the development of an efficient and versatile method for the preparation of
Hantzsch reaction is an active ongoing research area and there is still a scope for further
improvement towards milder reaction conditions, short reaction times and improved yields.
p-Toluenesulfonic acid (p-TSA) is a strong organic acid with about a million times stronger
than benzoic acid [15] and is one of the few strong acids that are solid and hence conveniently
weighed. Also, unlike some of the strong mineral acids, e.g. nitric acid, sulfuric acid and perchloric
acid, p-TSA is non-oxidising. In synthetic point of view, countless useful transformations including
Hantszch condensation in a solution condition for the synthesis of polyhydroquinolines [16] have
been developed using p-TSA as catalyst.
In the present study, we have found that p-TSA can be used for an efficient Hantzsch
synthesis of a wide variety of 1,4-DHPs under solvent-free condition in the absence of any other
organic or inorganic acids as auxiliary proton source. Furthermore, a photochemical reaction of a
typical 1,4-DHP was also investigated. As expected, irradiation of the 1,4-DHP by UV light gave
the corresponding polysubstituted pyridine.
DISCUSSION

In continuation of our programme on the chemistry of 1,4-dihydropyridines [17], herein we
report an efficient one-pot procedure for the catalytic synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridines from alkyl
or aryl aldehydes, β-dicarbonyl compounds and ammonium acetate using p-TSA under solvent-free
condition (Scheme 1).
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R2 = OEt, OMe or Me

Scheme 1. Catalytic synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridines
Effect of Catalyst Concentration
The catalyst concentration was varied over a range of 5-25 mol% on the basis of the total
volume of the reaction mixture. Table 2 shows the effect of catalyst concentration on the reaction
between the benzaldehyde, ethyl acetoacetate and ammonium acetate. The yield of the
corresponding 1,4-DHP increased with increasing catalyst concentration from 5 to 20 mol%.
Further addition of catalyst had no noticeable effect on the yield. Thus, in all other reactions an
amount of 20 mol% of p-TSA was used.
Table 1. Catalyst effect on the synthesis of diethyl 2,6-dimethyl-4phenyl-1,4-dihydropyridines-3,5-dicarboxylate
Entry Amount of p-TSA (g)
1
2
3
4
5
a

Mol% of p-TSA

0.0095
0.0190
0.0285
0.0380
0.0475

5
10
15
20
25

Reaction Yield (%) a
time (min.)
36
50
25
60
25
75
15
90
16
90

Isolated yield

Synthesis of 1,4-Dihydropyridines Catalysed by p-TSA
Using ammonium acetate
The results of the reactions of alkyl or aryl aldehydes, β-dicarbonyl (ethyl acetoacetate,
methyl acetoacetate and acetyl acetone) and ammonium acetate in the presence of p-TSA at 80ºC
are shown in Table 2. Both aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes bearing either activating or
deactivating groups react well with the β-dicarbonyls to yield the corresponding 1,4-DHPs. The
reactions can be completed in 5-20 min. in high to excellent yields (80-96%). For larger scale
synthesis, a typical reaction (Entry 1 of Table 2) was performed with ten times the amounts of
reactants and catalyst used in the experimental section, from which a yield of 85% was obtained.
Using ammonia
To investigate the effect of the state of ammonia, aqueous ammonia was used in place of
ammonium acetate in a few selected reactions under solvent-free condition or refluxing ethanol. As
shown in Table 3, the reactions take longer to complete and give diminished yields in the presence
of aqueous ammonia as compared with ammonium acetate. Further, between the solution and
solvent-free conditions using ammonia, the latter gives a faster reaction and a higher yield.
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Table 2. Results of synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridines in the presence of p-TSA as per Scheme 1
Entry

R1

R2

product

1

C6H5

OEt

2

2-NO2C6H4

3

a
b

M.p.(oC) b
Found
Reported

Yield (%) a

5a

Reaction
time (min.)
15

90

156-158

157-159 [14a]

OEt

5b

5

94

168-169

169-170 [18]

CH3

OEt

5c

10

85

127-129

128-130 [19]

4

2-ClC6H4

OEt

5d

5

95

126-127

123-125 [20]

5

3-NO2C6H4

OEt

5e

10

96

161-163

162-164 [14a]

6

4-BrC6H4

OEt

5f

15

95

159-161

160-162 [14a]

7

4-NO2C6H4

OEt

5g

10

90

128-129

130-132 [21]

8

4-CH3OC6H4

OEt

5h

20

96

160-162

158-160 [21]

9

2-CH3OC6H4

OEt

5i

15

95

142-143

141-143 [14b]

10

4-ClC6H4

OEt

5j

10

90

143-145

144-146 [14a]

11

2-Thienyl

OEt

5k

10

92

171-173

172-174 [21]

12

2-Furyl

OEt

5l

5

95

161-163

160-162 [21]

13

C6H5CHCH3

OEt

5m

10

93

133-135

-

14

4-BrC6H4

OMe

5n

10

90

195-197

-

15

(CH3)2CHCH2

OMe

5o

15

80

121-123

122-124 [22]

16

3-NO2C6H4

OMe

5p

10

95

208-210

210-212 [22]

17

2,4-Cl2C6H3

OMe

5q

15

90

189-190

190-192 [22]

18

3-NO2C6H4

Me

5r

20

85

200-202

-

19

2-Furyl

Me

5s

20

80

174-176

-

Yields refer to isolated and purified products.
Characterised also by spectral data in comparison with literature report.

Table 3. Effects of using ammonia on the synthesis of 1,4-DHPs in solution
and solvent-free conditions
NH3(aq)/EtOH

NH3(aq)

a

Entry

Product

Reaction
time (min.)

Yield (%) a

1

5a

20

65

35

45

2

5h

25

80

46

53

3

5j

35

75

80

43

4

5l

13

85

20

50

Isolated yield

35
35

Reaction Yield (%) a
time (min.)
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Photochemical Reaction
1,4-DHPs may be oxidised under UV irradiation in the presence or absence of oxygen,
leading to the corresponding pyridines [23]. For investigation of the photochemical reaction of 1,4DHPs (Scheme 2), we chose the reaction of 2-chlorophenyl derivative (5d) as a typical sample.
Spectroscopic and physical data of the photoproduct (6) show that it was aromatised to the
corresponding pyridine. For example, comparison of the ultraviolet spectra of 5d and 6 indicates a
hypsochromic shift (blue shift) of the absorption of the photoproduct, which is characteristic of a
pyridine ring (Figure 2). In the presence of sunlight, this reaction was occurs more slowly [24]. This
photochemical process is a useful synthetic step to produce the polysubstituted pyridines.

Scheme 2. Photochemical reaction of 1,4-DHPs (6: R1 = 2-ClC6H4, R2 = OEt)

Figure 2. UV spectra of diethyl 2,6-dimethyl-4-(4-chlorophenyl)-1,4dihydropyridine-3,5-dicarboxylate (5d) and its photoproduct (6)
CONCLUSIONS

A simple and efficient procedure for the Hantzsch synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridines has
been developed. Mild reaction conditions, absence of solvent, short reaction times, easy isolation of
the products, good to excellent yields and large scale applicability are the main advantages.
Irradiation of the product obtained by UV light gives the corresponding pyridine readily, a useful
route to polysubstituted pyridines.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals were purchased from Merck, Fluka and Aldrich chemical companies. All of the
products were identified by comparison of their physical and spectral data with those of the
authentic samples. Melting points were determined using a Barnstead Electrothermal (BI 9300)
apparatus and were uncorrected. The progress of the reactions was monitored by thin layer
chromatography (TLC) using silica gel plates and UV(254 nm) detection. IR spectra (KBr disc)
were recorded on a JASCO IR-680 spectrophotometer. 1H NMR spectra (in CDCl3) were obtained
by a Bruker-Arance AQS (300 MHz) or Bruker 400 Ultrasheild (400 MHz) spectrometers. A
JASCO-V570 UV-visible spectrophotometer was used for recording ultraviolet spectra. Elemental
analysis (CHNS) was performed using a LECO CHNS-932 elemental analyser.
General Procedure for Preparation of 1,4-Dihydropyridines
A mixture of alkyl or aryl aldehyde (1 mmol), β-dicarbonyl (2 mmol) and ammonium
acetate (1.5 mmol) was heated at 80ºC in the presence of p-TSA (0.0380 g, 20 mol%) under stirring
for 5-20 min. The progress of the reaction was monitored by TLC. After completion of the reaction,
the mixture was cooled to room temperature and then ethanol (5 mL) was added to the reaction
mixture. The resulting solid product was filtered and recrystallised from ethanol to give a pure
product in 80-96% yield based on the starting aldehyde.
For preparation using ammonia in place of ammonium acetate, it was similarly executed as
follows. In a round-bottom flask the aldehyde (1 mmol), β-dicarbonyl (2 mmol), aqueous 25%
(w/w) ammonia (0.5 mL), and p-TSA (0.0380 g, 20 mol%) in ethanol (5 mL) or without ethanol
were mixed thoroughly. The flask was heated at 80 °C with concomitant stirring. After completion
of the reaction, the mixture was cooled to room temperature and the resultant solid product was
filtered and recrystallized from ethanol to give a pure product.
The physical and spectroscopic data of new compounds are as follows:
Diethyl 2,6-dimethyl-4-(1-phenylethyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine-3,5-dicarboxylate (5m)
M.p.131-132°; Rf 0.64 (n-hexane: ethyl acetate = 4:1); IR(cm-1): 3330, 3122, 1675; NMR
(): 1.18 (t, J = 7.2, 6H), 1.28 (t, J = 6.8, 3H), 2.202 (s, 6H), 2.75-2.84(m, 1H), 4.06 (q, J = 7.0 Hz,
4H) ,4.28 (d, 1H, J = 4.8 Hz), 5.50 (s, 1H), 7.08-7.27 (m, 5H). Anal. Calcd. for C21H27NO4: C,
70.56; H, 7.61; N, 3.92; O, 17.90; found: C, 70.50; H, 7.69; N, 3.85.
Dimethyl 2,6-dimethyl-4-(4-bromophenyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine-3,5-dicarboxylate (5n)
M.p.196-198°; Rf 0.625 (CCl4: ethyl acetate = 3:1); IR(cm-1): 3305, 3069, 2951, 1696, 1659,
1585; NMR(): 2.33 (s, 6H), 3.64 (s, 6H), 4.96 (s, 1H) , 5.73(bs, 1H), 7.13-7.34 (dd, J = 8.4 and
17.4 Hz, 4H). Anal. Calcd. for C17H18BrNO4: C, 53.70; H, 4.77; Br, 21.01; N, 3.68; O, 16.83;
found: C, 53.63; H, 4.82; N, 3.64.
2,6-Dimethyl-3,5-diacetyl-4-(3-nitrophenyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine (5r)
M.p.200-203°; Rf 0.72 (CCl4: ethyl acetate = 4:1); IR(cm-1): 3316, 2951, 3069, 1670, 1525,
1589, 1472; NMR(): 2.38 (s, 6H), 2.28 (s, 6H), 5.29 (s, 1H), 6.033 (bs, 1H), 7.38-8.04 (m, 4H).
Anal. Calcd. for C17H18N2O4: C, 64.96; H, 5.77; N, 8.91; O, 20.36; found: C, 64.90; H, 5.87; N,
8.84.
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2,6-Dimethyl-3,5-diacetyl-4-(2-furyl)-1,4-dihydropyridine (5s)
M.p.174-176°; Rf 0.21 (n-hexane: ethyl acetate = 6:1); IR(cm-1): 3275, 3027, 2926, 1650,
1598; NMR(): 2.36 (s, 6H), 2.33 (s, 6H), 5.5 (s, 1H) ,7.2 (bs, 1H), 5.907-6.22 (m, 3H). Anal.
Calcd. for C15H17NO3: C, 69.48; H, 6.61; N, 5.40; O, 18.51; found: C, 69.57; H, 6.55; N, 5.50.
Irradiation Reaction
A solution containing 5d (0.145 g, 0.4 mmol) in chloroform (20 mL) under air bubbling was
stirred at room temperature and irradiated by UV light (400W high-pressure mercury lamp, λ ≥ 280
nm) for 6 hr [23]. The reaction mixture was cooled in Duran glass by cold running water. The
progress of the reaction was monitored by TLC. After completion of the reaction, evaporation of the
solvent followed by chromatography on a silica-gel plate (eluent: CCl4/ethyl acetate = 5:1) afforded
a pure product (6) (0.119 g, 82%): m.p.60-62º (lit.61-62º [25]); IR(cm-1): 2920, 1720, 1617, 1480,
1172, 754; NMR(δ): 0.97 (t, 6H, J = 7.1 Hz), 2.62 (s, 6H), 4.07 (q, 4H, J = 7.1 Hz), 7.20-7.41 (m,
4H); UV(CH3OH): λmax 235 nm, ε = 19952.
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Abstract: This study presents alternative synthetic pathways and reagents for the preparation
of racemic phenylephrine hydrochloride. Using m-hydroxybenzaldehyde as starting material,
two separate pathways__epoxidation and bromohydrin formation__are presented. Both routes
provide good yields (overall of 71% and 66% respectively) and can be performed at mild
conditions.
Keywords: phenylephrine, phenylephrine hydrochloride, m-hydroxybenzaldehyde, alpha
adrenergic receptor agonist
_______________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

Phenylephrine hydrochloride (PE) or 3-(1-hydroxy-2-(methylamino)ethyl)phenol hydrochloride (1: Figure 1) is an alpha1-adrenergic receptor agonist [1] used as a topical nasal
decongestant and in eye drops to dilate the pupil. Recently, PE has been marketed in the optically
active (R)-form as a substitute for pseudoephedrine, a precursor in the production of
methamphetamine, a notorious narcotic drug [2]. Various methods for the synthesis of PE have
been documented in the literature. Legerlotz [3-5] reported the classical industrial synthetic
pathway. Racemic PE was resolved using tartaric acid in order to obtain the (R)-form [6].
OH

H
N
HCl

OH
1

Figure 1. Phenylephrine hydrochloride
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Nonchiral synthesis of PE was reported in 1951 by Bergmann and Sulzbacher [7], who used
m-hydroxybenzaldehyde as starting material and a Curtius rearrangement of a beta-hydroxyl acid
azide as the key step (Scheme 1). In 1961, Russell and Childress [8] used the same starting material
for the synthesis of racemic PE, employing the reduction of mandelamide with lithium aluminium
hydride as the key step (Scheme 2). Takeda et al. [9] reported an asymmetric synthesis of chiral PE
using (2R,4R)-dicyclohexylphosphino-2-diphenylphosphinomethyl-1-(N-methycarbonyl)-pyrolidine
(MCCPM)-rhodium as chiral catalyst, producing (R)-PE as a product with 85% ee (Scheme 3).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of phenylephrine by Curtius rearrangement of beta-hydroxyl acid azide
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of phenylephrine using reduction of mandelamide with lithium aluminium
hydride as key step
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of (R)-PE using MCCPM-rhodium catalyst

McGarrity and Zanotti-Gerosa [10] reported a feasibility study on a new route to (R)-PE
based on ruthenium-derivative-catalysed asymmetric hydrogenation of an N-protected aminoketone
precursor (Scheme 4). The direct and fast asymmetric reduction of N-protected aminoketone was
highly enantioselective (>95% ee) but the (S)-PE was the main product in most conditions.
Gurjar et al. [11] studied the hydrolytic kinetic resolution of a styrene oxide derivative. They
used (R,R)-SalenCoIIIOAc complex to induce racemic styrene epoxide to (R)-form at 45% yield
(97% ee) as shown in Scheme 5 [11]. In 2003, Pandey et al. [13] reported (R)-PE synthesis via
Sharpless asymmetric dihydroxylation with 98% ee, yielding the desired product in seven steps
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(Scheme 6). In this paper, we report a variation of the route and reagents for preparing PE in high
yields using mild conditions.
O

Ac
N

OH

N

Ru-derivative catalyst

OH

Ac

OH

Scheme 4. Asymmetric hydrogenation of N-protected aminoketone

Scheme 5. Synthesis of (R)-PE via hydrolytic kinetic resolution

Scheme 6. Synthesis of (R)-PE via Sharpless asymmetric dihydroxylation
DISCUSSION

Synthesis of PE (1) was initiated from m-hydroxybenzaldehyde (2), as illustrated in Scheme
7. The protection of 2 with t-butyldimethylsilyl chloride (TBDMS-Cl) in the presence of imidazole
produced the silyl compound 3 in quantitative yield. The Wittig olefination of 3 with
methyltriphenylphosphonium iodide and t-BuOK in THF at ambient temperature furnished styrene
4 in 97% yield. After these steps, the synthesis could be performed using two pathways. The
epoxidation of 4 with m-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (MCPBA) in CH2Cl2 at room temperature
produced epoxide 5 in 81% yield, while treatment of 4 with N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) in the
presence of H2O and DMSO at room temperature produced bromohydrin 6 in 80% yield. The
epoxide 5 and bromohydrin 6 was treated with methylamine in methanol at room temperature and
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the TBDMS group deprotected with 6M hydrochloric acid solution at room temperature to produce
1 in 90% (from epoxide 5) and 85% (from bromohydrin 6). The overall yields of 1 via epoxide 5
and bromohydrin 6 were 71% and 66% respectively.
O
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3
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Scheme 7. Synthesis of PE (1). Reagents and condition: (a) TBDMS-Cl, imidazole, 0o; (b)
CH3P+Ph3I-, t-BuOK, 0o; (c) MCPBA, RT; (d) NBS, H2O, DMSO, 0o; (e) i. MeNH2, RT ii. HCl,
RT
CONCLUSION

A practical and alternative method for the synthesis of racemic phenylephrine hydrochloride
has been performed using mild conditions with good overall yields.
EXPERIMENTAL

m-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, TBDMS-Cl, MCPBA, imidazole, potassium tert-butoxide and
methylamine were purchased from Aldrich. Methyltriphenylphosphonium iodide was prepared from
triphenylphosphine and methyl iodide. N-Bromosuccinimide was recrystallised in water at 90o and
dried in oven at 60o for 2 hr. All solvents were distilled prior to use. Thin-layer chromatography
(TLC) was performed on silica 60 F264 plates and column chromatography was carried out on silica
gel (0.063-0.20 mm).
1
H-NMR spectra were recorded on a 400-MHz or 500-MHz Bruker Avance using trimethylsilane as the internal standard in CDCl3 or DMSO-d6. 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on a
100-MHz or 125-MHz Bruker Avance using trimethylsilane as the internal standard in CDCl3 or
DMSO-d6. Mass spectra were recorded on ESI-Q-TOF-MS (Micromass, Manchester, UK). IR
spectra were recorded on a FT-IR spectrometer (Tensor 27) as neat film or KBr disc. Melting point
was determined on MEL-TEMP (Laboratory Devices Inc., USA) and used without correction.
3-(tert-Butyldimethylsilyloxy)benzaldehyde (3)
Imidazole (4.21 g, 61.8 mmol) and TBDMS-Cl (9.31 g, 61.7 mmol) was added to a stirred
solution of m-hydroxybenzaldehyde (2) (5.04 g, 41.3 mmol) in dry dichloromethane (50 mL) at 0o.
The mixture was then allowed to warm up to room temperature. After 24 hr, water (30 mL) was
added and the organic layer was washed with brine (10 mL), dried (Na2SO4) and concentrated under
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reduced pressure. The residue was purified on silica gel by eluting with EtOAc-hexane (1:4) to give
compound 3 as a pale yellow liquid (10.13 g, quantitative yield): IR 2958, 2927, 2860, 1705, 1581,
1275, 840 cm-1; 1H-NMR δ 9.94 (s, 1H), 7.46 (dt, J = 7.5, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.38 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.33
(dd, J = 2.3, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.10 (m, 1H), 0.99 (s, 9H), 0.22 (s, 6H); 13C-NMR δ 191.85, 156.27,
137.85, 129.95, 126.37, 123.43, 119.69, 25.52, 18.05, -4.58; HRMS calculated for C13H21O2Si
[M+H]+ 237.1311, found 237.1313.
tert-Butyldimethyl(3-vinylphenoxy)silane (4)
Potassium tert-butoxide (2.90 g, 25.9 mmol) was added to a stirred suspension of
methyltriphenylphosphonium iodide (10.32 g, 25.5 mmol) in dry THF (50 mL) at 0o. The mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 1 hr; then aldehyde 3 (5.01 g, 21.2 mmol) was added
portionwise. The mixture was stirred for 2 hr at room temperature and diluted with water (40 mL).
The aqueous layer was extracted with ethyl acetate (2×40 mL). The combined organic layer was
washed with brine (10 mL), dried (Na2SO4) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude
product was purified on silica gel by eluting with EtOAc-hexane (1:19) to furnish, after
concentration, compound 4 (4.82 g, 97%) as a colourless liquid: IR 2957, 2930, 2858, 1578, 1485,
1279, 839 cm-1 ; 1H-NMR δ 7.27 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (d, J = 7.6 Hz), 7.02 (s, 1H), 6.86 (d, J =
8.0 Hz, 1H), 6.77 (dd, J = 17.5, 10.8 Hz, 1H), 5.82 (d, J = 17.6 Hz, 1H), 5.32 (d, J = 10.8 Hz, 1H),
1.12 (s, 9H), 0.33 (s, 6H); 13C-NMR δ 155.84, 139.06, 136.75, 129.36, 119.51, 119.49, 117.72,
113.78, 25.69, 18.17, -4.42; HRMS calculated for C14H23O2Si [M+H]+ 235.1518, found 235.1512.
tert-Butyldimethyl(3-oxiranylphenoxy)silane (5)
MCPBA (1.01 g, 5.83 mmol) was added to a stirred solution of compound 4 (0.65 g, 2.76
mmol) in CH2Cl2 (15 mL) at room temperature. After 3 hr, the reaction mixture was washed with
saturated sodium thiosulfate solution (5 mL) and saturated NaHCO3 solution (5 mL). The organic
layer was washed with brine (5 mL), dried (Na2SO4) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The
residue was purified on silica gel by eluting with EtOAc-hexane (1:19) to produce, after
concentration, compound 5 (0.56 g, 81%) as a colourless liquid: IR 3048, 2931, 2858, 1606, 1486,
1284, 957, 833 cm-1; 1H-NMR δ 7.20 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 6.90 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 6.80 (d, J = 7.3
Hz, 2H), 3.79 (dd, J = 4.0, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 3.09 (dd, J = 5.6, 4.1 Hz, 1H), 2.74 (dd, J = 5.6, 2.5 Hz,
1H), 1.03 (s, 9H), 0.23 (s, 6H); 13C-NMR δ 155.80, 139.24, 129.30, 119.64, 118.42, 116.74, 51.87,
50.82, 25.51, 17.99, -4.60; HRMS calculated for C14H23O2Si [M+H]+ 251.1467, found 251.1465.
2-Bromo-1-(3-(tert-butyldimethylsilyloxy)phenyl)ethanol (6)
NBS (1.14 g, 6.43 mmol) and water (0.25 mL) were added to a stirred solution of compound
4 (0.52 g, 2.22 mmol) in DMSO (8 mL) at 0oC. After 45 min., ice-cooled water (10 mL) was added.
The aqueous phase was extracted with ethyl acetate (2×10 mL). The combined organic layer was
washed with brine (5 mL), dried (Na2SO4) and concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue
was purified on silica gel by eluting with EtOAc-hexane (1:19) to produce, after concentration,
compound 6 (0.59 g, 80%) as a colourless liquid: IR 3422, 2956, 2858, 1602, 1485, 1065, 1278, 835
cm-1 ; 1H-NMR δ 7.22 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.95 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 6.88 (br, 1H), 6.80 (d, J = 8.0
Hz, 1H), 4.85 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 3.61 (d, J = 9.1, Hz, 1H), 3.51 (t, J = 9.7 Hz, 1H), 2.77 (s, 1H),
1.00 (s, 9H), 0.21 (s, 6H); 13C-NMR δ 155.85, 141.89, 129.59, 119.98, 118.79, 117.69, 73.51,
40.04, 25.62, 18.12, -4.45; HRMS calculated for C14H23O1SiBr [M+H-OH]+ 315.0630, found
315.0346.
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Phenylephrine hydrochloride (1)
Via epoxide compound 5

A solution of 5 (0.51 g, 2.05 mmol) in dry methanol (5 mL) was saturated with methylamine gas
and left stirred at room temperature for 2 hr. The solution was concentrated to give the crude
mixture. Hydrochloric acid (6M, 0.50 mL) was added to the solution of the crude mixture in
methanol (5 mL). The resulting solution was stirred at room temperature for 2 hr and then
concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was purified on silica gel by eluting with
methanol:dichloromethane (1:19) to produce, after concentration, PE (1) (0.38 g, 90%) as a white
solid: m.p.141-143o (Lit.141o [11]); IR 3419, 2963, 2798, 1593, 1462, 1274, 1083, 879 cm-1 ; 1HNMR δ 9.56 (s, 1H), 8.99 (br, 1H), 7.15 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.81 (br, 1H), 6.78 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H),
6.70 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 6.11 (s, 1H), 4.83 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 3.05 (d, J = 12.5 Hz, 1H), 2.11 (t, J
= 12.4 Hz, 1H), 2.53 (s, 3H); 13C-NMR δ 157.99, 143.71, 129.78, 116.74, 115.12, 113.22, 68.49,
55.37, 33.14; HRMS calculated for C9H14NO2 [M+H]+ 168.0980, found 168.1019.
Via bromohydrin compound 6
A solution of bromohydrin 6 (0.53 g, 1.60 mmol) in dry methanol (5 mL) was processed
under the same procedure as above to produce 1 (0.29 g, 85%).
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Abstract: On occasions, sandbag revetments are temporarily applied to armour sandy
beaches from erosion. Nevertheless, an empirical formula to determine the wave run-up
height on sandbag slopes has not been available heretofore. In this study a wave run-up
formula which considers the roughness of slope surfaces is proposed for the case of
sandbag slopes. A series of laboratory experiments on the wave run-up on smooth slopes
and sandbag slopes were conducted in a regular-wave flume, leading to the finding of
empirical parameters for the formula. The proposed empirical formula is applicable to
wave steepness ranging from 0.01 to 0.14 and to the thickness of placed sandbags relative
to the wave height ranging from 0.17 to 3.0. The study shows that the wave run-up height
computed by the formula for the sandbag slopes is 26-40% lower than that computed by
the formula for the smooth slopes.
Keywords: wave run-up, coastal protection, sandbag revetment, wave steepness, surf
similarity parameter
_______________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

As ocean waves approach a coast, the majority of wave energy is dissipated across the surf
zone by wave breaking. However, a portion of that energy is converted to potential energy in the
form of run-up on the foreshore of the beach [1]. The wave run-up ( R ) is the vertical distance from
the still water level to the maximum level of wave uprush on beaches or coastal structures such as
breakwaters or seawalls [2], as depicted in Figure 1. The wave run-up is one of the most important
parameters for many coastal engineering works. It is one of the factors in determining the height of
the coastal structures [3] and is the upper extent of coastal sediment transport, which is very
significant for coastal geo-morphological processes, i.e. coastal erosion and accretion [4].
Moreover, the run-up defines the inundated area due to storm surges or tsunamis. An accurate
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prediction of the wave run-up is therefore necessary for effective coastal zone management and
coastal disaster warning [5].

Figure 1. Definition of wave run-up
Previous studies on the wave run-up over sloping structures were mainly performed in
laboratories. Hunt [1] carried out experiments on regular wave run-up on impervious, smooth slopes
and proposed an empirical formula for predicting wave run-up height. Based on the experimental
results, it was found that the wave run-up height normalised by deepwater wave height ( R / H o ) is a
function of the deepwater surf similarity parameter (  o ). Battjes and Roos [6] conducted similar
laboratory experiments and obtained the results consistent with Hunt’s. Besides studies of the
regular waves, there were several studies of irregular waves. For instance, Ahrens [7] developed a
method to estimate irregular wave run-up on smooth slopes based on results of several laboratory
studies. Polynomial equations involving wave steepness were presented for computing
representative wave run-up heights. Mase [3] performed an extensive series of laboratory tests on
random wave run-up on smooth, gentle slopes and empirically determined a formula for predicting
representative run-up heights. The formula was proposed as a power function of surf similarity.
In addition to the studies on wave run-up on smooth inclined planes, the behaviour of wave
run-up on non-smooth slopes was also investigated. Van der Meer and Stam [8] conducted
experiments on random wave run-up on rock slopes ranging from 1:1.15 to 1:4. There were four
tested cross sections varying in thicknesses of the armour layer and the filter layer. Two
relationships between relative wave run-up and surf similarity parameter were proposed. For a small
surf similarity parameter (smaller than about 1.5), a linear relationship was taken, whereas for a
larger surf similarity parameter (larger than about 1.5), the relationship was described simply by a
power function, which resembles Mase’s form [3]. Shankar and Jayaratne [9] carried out a series of
hydraulic model tests to investigate the influences of roughness, layer thickness and porosity on the
wave run-up on impermeable and permeable breakwaters. The surfaces of the breakwater models
were made rough with gravels and welded wire meshes. Neelamani and Sandhya [10] investigated
the wave run-up on plane, dentate and serrated seawalls that were fabricated using aluminum boxes
zigzaggedly fixed on steel sheets. It was found that the sloping serrated seawall was capable of
dissipating the wave energy better than the plane and dentate seawalls.
Apart from the smooth and non-smooth sloping structures mentioned above, sandbag
revetments are occasionally found as a temporary measure to protect the coast from erosion. They
are placed, as shown in Figure 2, on an existing slope, embankment or sea dike to protect the land
from waves and strong currents [2]. One of the advantages of sandbag revetment is that, unlike rock
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revetment, it still provides an easy access way for people to walk across to the beach and the sea.
During the past decades, a few studies (e.g. [11-13]) were performed on the application of sandbags.
However, they are largely related to typical aspects in terms of structural design and construction.
Studies on wave run-up on sandbag slopes have been very limited. Kobayashi and Jacobs [11]
adopted an empirical formula of Ahrens and McCartney [14] for predicting wave run-up on sandbag
slopes. Only the surf similarity parameter with two empirical coefficients is used in the formula, and
it may not be applicable for general cases because the thickness of sandbags is not taken into
account in the formula. Heretofore, there have been no formulas accounting for the effect of
sandbag thickness on the wave run-up.

Figure 2. Example of sandbag revetment at northern Pattaya beach, Chonburi province (photo
taken on February 7, 2013)
The objective of the present study is to develop an empirical formula, in which the
roughness of the slope surface is taken into account, for the wave run-up on sandbag slopes. The
empirical parameters in the formula are obtained from the results of laboratory experiments on
wave run-up on smooth slopes and sandbag slopes conducted in a wave flume. The accuracy of the
formula is also discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Experiments on wave run-up on sloping structures were conducted in a wave flume of 600
mm (width) × 800 mm (depth) × 16 m (length) as shown in Figure 3. The water depth was 350 mm
uniformly throughout the test. Waves were generated by a regular wave generator capable of
generating waves with steepness ranging from 0.01 to 0.14. A wave absorber was installed behind
the wave generator to dissipate the waves at the backside of the flap plate. The assumption that the
wave frequency corresponds to the frequency of the wave generator was applied in the study,
although reflected waves might still occur in spite of the wave absorber, and the actual wave
frequency (or period) might differ slightly from the frequency (or period) of the wave generator.
The wave height and wave run-up were measured with two point gauges.
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Figure 3. Experimental set-up (wave flume)
Two types of slope surface, i.e. smooth surface and sandbag surface, were used in the study.
The smooth-surfaced slope was built with a 2.55-m-long stainless steel plate, whilst for the sandbag
surface, linen bags filled with sand were arranged on the slope model. In order to study the effects
of thickness of the placed sandbags on wave run-up, bags with five different widths (50, 75, 100,
125 and 150 mm) were used. The heights of the placed sandbags corresponding to their widths were
22.5, 28.5, 44.0, 52.5 and 61.0 mm respectively. The slope angles were 15°, 17.5°, 20°, 22.5° and
25°. All experimental conditions are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental conditions
Parameter

Smooth slope

Water depth, h (mm)

Sandbag slope
350

Frequency of wave generation (Hz)

0.83, 1.00, 1.17, 1.33, 1.50, 1.67

Corresponding wave period, T (s)

1.20, 1.00, 0.86, 0.75, 0.67, 0.60

Stroke of crank disk (mm)

80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200

Wave height at the toe of the structure, H (mm)

20–140

Wave steepness, H L

0.01–0.14

Slope angle, 

15°, 17.5°, 20°, 22.5°, 25°

Thickness of the placed sandbag, d (mm)

-

Number of test cases

210

22.5, 28.5, 44, 52.5, 61
1,050

When a wave generator generates waves propagating to and on the beach, the beach will
cause wave reflection. The reflected waves will propagate back to the generator and reflect back at
the generator. These reflections may cause a complex wave pattern in front of the beach and
consequently may cause an incident wave to significantly differ from a target one. Three operations
were performed to reduce the effect of the reflections:
1) A burst of a small number of waves was generated and the generator stopped between
bursts to allow the reflected waves to die down. The wave height in each case was
measured after the initial unsteady wave transients had died down. The measurements
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were performed for about 5 minutes or prior to the changing of wave pattern due to the
wave reflection. The wave height and wave run-up were measured ten times each. The
values of wave height and wave run-up used in the analysis represent an average from
each case.
2) The experiments were carried out under limited wave and beach conditions. As the
wave reflection on a plane beach varies with the surf similarity parameter (  ), the
experiments were performed under small  (small slope and large wave steepness)
conditions. From preliminary tests on plane beaches, it was found that the influence of
wave reflection is significant when  > 3.
3) To avoid the occurrence of wave rundown and wave reflection in front of the slope, the
incident wave height was measured at 3 m seaward from the toe of the slope, and the
measurement was applied as the incident wave height at the toe of the slope.
FORMULA DEVELOPMENT

The measured run-up heights ( R ) acquired were used to develop a new run-up height
formula. In total, 210 test cases for smooth slope conditions and 1,050 test cases for sandbag slope
conditions were used in the development. Analysis and discussion of each condition are presented
as follows.
Smooth Slope Conditions
as:

According to the dimensional analysis [15], a wave run-up height R on a slope is expressed

H
R
h d
K
 f1  , tan  , , ,

H
H H H 
L

(1)

where R is the wave run-up height, H is the wave height at the structure toe, L is the wavelength,
tan  is the beach or structure slope, h is the water depth at the toe of the slope, d is the roughness
height, and K is the permeability of the structural material with the unit of square metre, which is
related to the intrinsic permeability ( k ) with the unit of metre per second ( K  k g , where  is
the kinematic viscosity of water and g is the acceleration of gravity).
For the wave run-up on smooth and impermeable slopes, the possible related parameters are
H / L , tan  and h H . As most of the existing formulas for computing R / H are proposed in
terms of H / L and tan  (excluding h H ), the parameter H / L seems to be more significant than
the term h H . Moreover, Saville [16] found that the effect of h H is negligible when h H is
larger than 3.0. In the present experiment the h H values in most of the data are less than 3.0;
therefore, the term h H is not considered in this study. Thus, for a smooth and impermeable slope,
Equation 1 becomes:

R
H

 f 2  , tan  
H
L


(2)

Based on some existing formulas (e.g. the formulas of Hunt [1] and Mase [3]), a common
parameter that is usually used to describe R on a smooth slope is the surf similarity parameter.
Therefore, the function in Equation 2 can be simplified as:
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R
 tan  
 f3 
  f 3  
H
 H/L 

(3)

where   tan  / H / L is the surf similarity parameter or the Iribarren Number [17]. In this study
the wave length ( L ) was calculated based on the small amplitude wave theory.
Only the measured data of the wave run-up on smooth slopes are used in this case. The
experiments cover a range of wave steepness from 0.01 to 0.14 (0.01  H / L  0.14) and slope angle
from 15o to 25o (15o    25o). The relationship between the measured R / H and  (in the log-log
scale) is shown in Figure 4, which shows that the relationship can be fitted with a power function
which is a straight line on a logarithmic graph. The equation of the fitted line can be written in a
general form as:

R
 a b
H

(4)

where a and b are the coefficients. From the regression analysis of log( R / H ) and log( ) , the
values of a and b are 0.98 and 0.94 respectively. The best-fitted line is shown as the solid line in
Figure 4. Thus, the formula for wave run-up on a smooth, impermeable slope is expressed as:

R
 0.98 0.94
H

(5)

Figure 5 shows a comparison of observed and calculated relative run-up heights. Both the
measured and the calculated values agree well, with a correlation coefficient (C.C.) of 0.90 between
both values and a standard deviation (S.D.) of 0.51. It is obviously seen that the deviation increases
as the relative run-up height increases. In the tests the relative run-up height was larger (e.g. R H
> 2.0) as the wave steepness got smaller (e.g. H L < 0.03) and the surf similarity parameter got
larger (e.g.  > 2.5). In a similar manner, the scatter of the prediction and the observation under the
condition of small wave steepness and high surf similarity parameter is also found in other studies
(e.g. [3, 7, 8]).
An attempt was made to relate R with the deep-water wave parameters (i.e. R / H o versus

 o ), as in the formula of Hunt [1]. The result is R / H o  0.94 o , which is very close to the formula
of Hunt (i.e. R / H o   o ). However, this formula is not used in this study because it gives less
accuracy than that of Equation 5.
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Figure 4. Relationship between relative run-up Figure 5. Comparison of observations and
height ( R H ) and surf similarity parameter (  ) predictions of relative run-up height for the case
of smooth slopes
for the case of smooth slopes
Sandbag Slope Conditions
For wave run-up on sandbags, the possible related parameters are H / L , tan  , d / H and
K / H . The effect of structure permeability is usually introduced when the barrier is rock or
concrete units. However, sandbags (used in the present study) are also used as barrier in flood
control. This means that the permeability of sandbags should be very small. Therefore, the effect of
K / H is not considered in this study. A wave run-up formula considering the roughness height
was proposed as Equation 6:
c

R
d  
 a1 b 1  a2   
H
 H  


(6)

where a1 and b are parameters from the case of the aforementioned smooth slopes, and are equal to
0.98 and 0.94 respectively, while a 2 and c are empirical parameters for the term of relative
roughness height ( d H ). In this study the heights of the placed sandbags shown in Table 1 are
applied for the roughness height ( d ). It is noted that Equation 6 can be applied for the case of
smooth slopes as well by putting the value of d as zero. (Then Equation 6 will revert to Equation 5.)
Equation 6 can be rearranged as:
R H
d 
   a2  
1
b
a1
H

c

(7)

The measured data on the wave run-up on sandbag slopes are used in this case. The experiments
covered a range of wave steepness from 0.01 to 0.14 (0.01  H / L  0.14), slope angle from 15o to
25o (15o    25o), and relative roughness height from 0.17 to 3.0 (0.17  d / H  3.0). To find out
the values of the empirical parameters ( a 2 and c ), the relationship between the measured  and
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d H is plotted (Figure 6), and then the values of a 2 and c are determined by the least square
method. Thus, the formula for the wave run-up height on sandbag slopes in this study becomes:
0.15

R
d  
 0.98 0.94 1  0.34   
H
 H  


(8)

From the experimental results, it is obvious that the roughness of the slope face influences
the height of wave run-up. On sandbag slopes, the wave run-up values are lower than those on the
smooth slopes. Furthermore, at the same beach slope, the value decreases as the thickness of the
placed sandbags increases. It is evident that the energy of the wave rushing up the slope is
dissipated proportionately as the roughness height of the slope increases.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the observed relative run-up values and those calculated by
Equation 8. The calculated results agree well with the observed values, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.86 between both values and a standard deviation of 0.35. From the experimental
0.15
results, the term 1  0.34  d H   ranges from 0.60 to 0.74, which can be interpreted that the


relative run-up height calculated by Equation 8 is 26-40% smaller than that calculated by Equation
5.
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Figure 6. Relationship between relative Figure 7. Comparison of observed and predicted
roughness height ( d H ) and value of  in relative run-up heights for the case of sandbag
slopes
Equation 7 for the case of sandbag slopes
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the surf similarity (  ) and relative wave run-up computed
by Equation 8. From Figure 8, at the same  the wave run-up heights on sandbag slopes are
considerably lower than those on smooth slopes. The roughness of the slope surfaces enhances
friction that resists the onrush of water, with consequent decrease in the wave run-up. For the case
of sandbag slopes, the wave run-up heights are about 26% and 40% lower for d H = 0.3 and 3.0
respectively than those on smooth slopes. Therefore, in the design of sandbag revetments the wave
run-up formula that considers the roughness (thickness of placed sandbags) would be more accurate
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in determining the height of the structures. Accordingly, the economy of construction materials
would be achieved.
4
Smooth, d/H = 0
Sandbag, d/H = 0.3

R/H

3

Sandbag, d/H = 3.0

2

1

0

0

1

2

ξ
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4

Figure 8. Relationship between surf similarity parameter (  ) and relative wave run-up ( R H )
computed by Equation 8
CONCLUSIONS

Studies on wave run-up on sandbag slopes have been very limited. There has been no
formula accounting for the effect of sandbag thickness on wave run-up. This study develops an
empirical formula in which the roughness of slope surfaces is taken into account for wave run-up on
sandbag slopes. The development of the formula consists of two stages. Firstly, the measured
experimental data of wave run-up on smooth slopes were analysed to identify a basic form of the
wave run-up. After that, based on the measured data of the run-up on sandbag slopes, the term of
the roughness effect was derived and included into the basic formula, which gives good agreement
with the measured data. The proposed empirical formula is applicable to the wave steepness ranging
from 0.01 to 0.14 and the thickness of placed sandbags relative to the wave height ranging from
0.17 to 3.0.
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Abstract: The converters of a permanent magnet synchronous generator have to be
properly controlled to achieve maximum transfer of energy from wind. To achieve this
goal, this article employs an energy storage device consisting of an energy capacitor
interfaced through a voltage source converter which is operated through a smart adaptive
radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) controller. The proposed adaptive strategy
employs online neural network training as opposed to conventional procedure requiring
offline training of a large data-set. The RBFNN controller was tested for various
contingencies in the wind generator system. The adaptive online controller is observed to
provide excellent damping profile following low grid voltage conditions as well as for
other large disturbances. The controlled converter DC capacitor voltage helps maintain a
smooth flow of real and reactive power in the system.
Keywords: adaptive control, energy storage control, radial basis function neural network,
permanent magnet synchronous generator, wind turbine

INTRODUCTION

Variable-speed wind turbines based on permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) are
found to be attractive in large wind farms because of their advantages in terms of high efficiency of
energy production, simple structure, low maintenance, etc. The full-rated converter in the PMSG
separates the synchronous generator from the grid, and hence helps easy fault ride-through [1, 2].
However, with increased wind penetration and random wind speed fluctuations, the change in output
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power can cause grid frequency variations [3]. Maintenance of DC link voltage in the converter
system within precise limits is essential for maximum power transfer [4].
Control of the converters of a PMSG for frequency and voltage control has been widely
reported in the literature. Two configurations have been considered: the generator-side converter
working like a rectifier with the grid-side converter having fully controllable pulse-width- modulated
(PWM) system, and the other having full PWM control of both generator-side and grid-side
converters [5, 6]. Control of the generator-side converter for maximum power transfer was
employed by Rim et al. [4], while Haque et al. [1] and Muyeen et al. [7] used grid-side converters
for this purpose. Generator-side and grid-side converters for maximum power transfer and reactive
control respectively were reported by Singh et al. [8]. Energy storage devices, along with flexible
AC transmission system (FACTS), can supply both real (P) and reactive (Q) power and hence can
make the converters operate at or near unity power factor. Sharma and Singh [9] and Bhende et al.
[10] used battery energy storage, along with static compensator (STATCOM), for voltage and
frequency control of a PMSG system. A simple proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller in a
STATCOM was shown to improve the stability of a permanent magnet wind generator [11]. Uehere
et al. [3], Bhende et al. [10] and Conroy and Watson [12] demonstrated that coordinated converter
control, pitch control, braking resistor and dump load can improve the wind system performance.
With the advancement in intelligent techniques, different families of neural networks have seen
a recent rise in application to wind energy control under differing schemes. The use of artificial
neural networks for rotor position estimation of a PMSG generator was reported by Batzel and Lee
[13]. Lopes [14] employed neural networks for dynamic security assessment of a power system with
wind in-feed. Pitch control of a PMSG system was reported using sliding mode control and neural
network [15]. Neural network methods employing both back-propagation and radial basis function
networks generally depend on training the network with a large set of input-output data. These
networks may not perform well under randomly varying wind speed conditions or for the arbitrary
nature of disturbances which they are not trained for. For control design, the neural network weights
should be computed and updated adaptively according to the system conditions.
This article proposes a novel adaptive radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) control
strategy for a permanent magnet wind generator system. The capacitor energy storage system
compensates for both real and reactive power requirements of the wind system following any
contingency. The weights of the neural network are adapted online from the measurements of the
generator outputs. Simulation studies indicate that the adaptive RBFNN control provides excellent
damping characteristics even for severe short circuits at the grid bus.
NOMENCLATURE

Vw
β

Wind speed
Pitch angle

λ

Tip-speed ratio

d-q

Direct and quadrature axes

Ra

Stator resistance

xd, xd

d-q axes synchronous reactance

Vs

Generator stator voltage
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Vt

Inverter terminal voltage

Vc, C

DC capacitor voltage and capacitance in the converter

Vdc, Cst

DC capacitor voltage and capacitance in the storage device

m1, m2

Modulation indices of converters

α1, α2

Phase angles of the converters

o, ω

Base angular speed, rotor angular speed

H, D

Inertia constant and damping coefficient

Hg, Ht

Inertia constant of generator and turbine

Ks, θs

Stiffness constant, torsion angle

Dt, Dg

Damping coefficient of turbine and generator

Vst, Ist

Voltage and current of VSC in the storage device

Rst, Lst

Resistance and inductance of VSC

Pmech, Pelec

Mechanical power input, electrical power output

pu (p.u.)

Per unit

PMSG SYSTEM MODEL

The grid-connected permanent magnet generator system considered in this work is shown in
Figure 1. Variable frequency voltage generated by the machine is rectified and inverted to grid
frequency through fully controlled back-to-back converters located between the generator terminals
and the transmission line. A local load and an energy storage unit are connected at the grid side of
the inverter. The relationships between the stator voltage, current and flux, expressed in per unit
system, are written as [16, 17]:

PMSG

Vs

Vc

Converters

Vt

Local
load

Grid
Line &
Transformer

Storage
System

Figure 1. Permanent magnet synchronous generator connected to the grid bus
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(1)

(2)

where Vs , Is , and ψ are stator voltage, current and flux of the PMSG respectively; subscripts d and q
represent direct and quadrature axes components of the quantities; Ra , xd and xq are stator resistance
and synchronous reactances respectively; ψres is the flux from the permanent magnets; ω and ω0 are
generator angular frequency and base angular frequency respectively.
The electromechanical equations of motion of the generator and turbine rotor are written in
terms of their respective angular speeds (ω, ωt) as:
•

1
( K s s - Pelec - Dg ( -1))
2H g
•
1
t 
( Pmech - K s s - Dt (t -1))
2H t



(3)

•

 s   (t -  )
where H and D are, respectively, inertia constants and damping coefficients of turbine and generator;
Ks and θs represent, respectively, stiffness coefficient and torsion angle of the shaft connecting the
two masses. The expressions for mechanical input power Pmech, which is the wind turbine output, and
electrical power output Pelec are:

1
Pmech   Ab C pw ( ,  ) V3
2
Pelec   res I sq  ( xq  xd ) I sd I sq

(4)

where α, Ab, Cpw, γ and β are density of air, turbine blade swept area, power coefficient, tip-speed
ratio and turbine pitch angle respectively.
The normalised differential equation relating the inverter current (Ii) to the internal voltage (Vi)
and terminal voltage (Vt ) can be broken up in terms of d-q quantities as:

dI id 0
 [V id V td  R i I id   x i I iq ]
dt
xi
dI iq 0
 [V iq V tq  R i I iq   x i I id ]
dt
xi

(5)

where subscripts d and q refer to direct and quadrature axes components of the inverter voltage and
current; Ri and xi are inverter resistance and reactance respectively. The generator stator voltage (Vs)
and inverter internal voltage (Vi) are related to the DC capacitor voltage (Vc), converter and inverter
modulation indices (m1, m2) and phase angles (α1, α2) through:
V s  m1 V c 1
(6)
V i  m 2 V c  2
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The equation of the DC link capacitor located between the two converters is derived from the
condition that the power supplied by the rectifier equals the power input to the inverter, and is
expressed as:

dV c
1
 [ m 1I sd cos 1  m 1I sq sin 1  m 2 I id cos  2  m 2 I iq sin  2 ]
dt
C

(7)

A full list of symbols is included in the nomenclature section.
ENERGY STORAGE CONTROLLER MODEL

The circuit configuration of the energy storage device is shown in Figure 2. It contains a
storage capacitor which is interfaced to the wind generator system through a voltage source
converter (VSC) and a buck-boost converter operated through switches S1 and S2 [18]. By
controlling the delay angle of the switches in the converter, the direction of power flow can be
reversed. The modulation index of the VSC allows control of the internal voltage given by the
relation V st  mV dc    m . Here, θm is the angle of the inverter terminal voltage Vt at the point of
connection of the storage device. A combination of modulation index and phase angle (m,) control
allows control of real and reactive power injection to the wind system. Applying Kirchhoff's voltage
law, the dynamic relationship for d-q components of VSC output currents can be written as:
Buck-boost
Converter

VSC

Vt

I st

Energy Storage
Device

Vst

m



Figure 2. Capacitor energy storage control system

dI std 0

[ Rst istd   Lst I stq  mVdc cos(   m )  Vtd ]
dt
Lst
dI stq 0

[ Lst I std  Rst I stq  mVdc sin(  m )  Vtq ]
dt
Lst

(8)

where Istd and Istq are, respectively, the direct and quadrature axes components of STATCOM
current Ist; Vtd and Vtq are the d-q components respectively of terminal voltage Vt; Vdc represents the
voltage across the DC capacitor Cst; Rst and Lst are the effective resistance and inductance of the
VSC respectively. The voltage equation for DC link capacitor in the storage system, obtained by
following the same procedure as in (8), is written as:

dV dc  m
I
[I std cos(   m )  I stq sin(   m )]  ces

dt
C st
C st
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The current from the storage capacitor (Ices) is related to capacitance and its voltage (Vces) by a
simple relationship:
dV ces I ces

dt
C es

(10)

Combining the dynamic equations (1), (3), (5), (7), (8), (9) and (10), and eliminating the nonstate variables through appropriate relationships, the composite state model for the PMSG system,
along with the storage control device, is expressed as:

x  f [ x , u ]

(11)

y  g [x , u ]

The control vector (u) is composed of m and  of the energy storage device and y represents the
vector of chosen outputs.
ADAPTIVE RBFNN CONTROLLER

The main concept of the proposed control design is to maintain the wind generator output to
pre-specified values following wind speed change, low voltage conditions or other arbitrary
disturbances in the system. The controls in the storage system are activated by neural network
controllers to compensate for P and Q imbalance in the wind system. In the usual neural network
applications the offline training of large amounts of input-output data is required to generate a
weighting matrix. These weights may not predict the output accurately in randomly or arbitrarily
changing system conditions. For satisfactory control estimates, the training should be done online
and the weight updates should be made as time progresses [19].
The configuration of the adaptive neural network controller proposed in this study is shown
in Figure 3. The controller consists of a core radial basis function network (RBFN), an adaptation
system for the RBFN and a proportional stabilising controller. The adaptation system consists of a
linear estimate of the system matrices, an adaptation algorithm and a weight update policy. A
proportional stabilising controller is incorporated in the strategy to ensure that the RBFN controller
initialisation is stable while the weighting updates are initiated. Both the RBFN and the stabilising
controller are activated by an error signal between the reference input (r) and the actual output (y).
The output from the adapted neural network, along with the stabilising controller, is then fed to the
wind generator system. As the training proceeds, the RBFN takes over the stabilising proportional
controller [20, 21].
The structure of the RBFNN is shown in Figure 4. The neurons in the radial basis networks
usually have three layers: the input, the hidden and the output layers. At any time, step k, the output
of the hidden layer, can be expressed through [22]:

V ( k )  W ( k )T  ( k )

(12)

where W is the weight matrix and  is a set of basis functions, the jth kernel of which is usually
chosen to be the Gaussian function:

 j (k )  exp( r (k )  c j

2

/  j2 )

where cj is the centre of the jth neuron and σj represents the width of the layer.
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Stabilising Controller

rp

u1

RBFNN
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Adaptation
Algorithm

Weight
Update

y1

Wind Generator
System

y2

yp

Linear Estimate

Figure 3. RBFN-based adaptive controller for wind generator system
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Figure 4. RBFNN structure
Considering the saturation to be a tangent sigmoid function, the jth component of input (u) to
the plant can be expressed as:
 v (t )

 w T  (k )

1
e 1 j 1
e1j
 1  w T  ( k )
u j (k )  1 1v j (t )
1
e
1
e1 j

(14)

Here umax= umin= α1, and β1 is slope of the sigmoid function. The error function (e) is defined as:

e( k )  r ( k )  y ( k )

(15)

The weighting matrix is obtained by minimising the mean square error (E), which is the
product of the transpose of error (eT ) and error e at any time step k :

E  eT (k ) e( k )

(16)

The update law for the elements of the weighting matrix W(k), using the gradient descent technique,
is written as:

w j (k  1)  w j (k )  

E
w j

(17)
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After linearisation of the system of equations (11), its discrete form can be written in terms of A, B,
C, D matrices as:

x (k  1)  Ax (k )  Bu (k )

(18)

y (k )  Cx (k )  Du (k )
Substituting output y from (18) gives the expression for the gradient as:

E

 2e T (k )
[Cx ( k )  Du ( k )]
w j
w j

(19)

Using the chain rule and substituting the state equation from (18), it can be shown that:

E
CBu (k  1) Du (k )
 2e T ( k )[

]
w j
w j
u j

(20)

The recursive formula for the update of the weights is then:
p

w j ( k  1) = w j ( k )  2 e l (k )
l =1

1w Tj ( k 1)
1w Tj ( k ) 

k
e
k
e
2

(

1)
2

(
)


1
 D lj 1 1 T
lj 1

1w Tj ( k 1)

(
)
w
k
1 j
2
2 

 1)
 1) 
(e
(e

(21)

In the above equation, p is the number of output and ϕlj is the ljth element of (CB+λ1) matrix. The
quantity λ1 is selected so as to overcome zero entries of matrix CB at the start of the training process
[23]. Quantity η is the learning rate of the radial basis function network. A step-by-step process is
tabulated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Adaptive RBFNN control algorithm
-

Obtain a linear estimate of the PMSG model using offline identification or linearisation of the
non-linear model.
Initialise stabilising controller with a gain small enough to ensure a stable initialisation.
Initialise RBFNN with random synaptic weights having small values.
Initialise a small learning rate η.
Select α depending upon the constraints required on the control inputs.
Based on (22), the weights are updated as the PMSG outputs are acquired at each sampling
instance.
If the learning rate is small enough for the weights to converge, the PMSG outputs follow the
reference trajectory.

TESTING THE CONTROLLER

The adaptive RBFNN controller design was implemented on the permanent magnet generator
system considered in Figure 1. The control inputs are the modulation index and phase angles of the
storage system converters, while the outputs to be tracked are the generator speed and terminal
voltage. The generator is considered to be delivering 0.95 per unit (pu) power under steady
condition at an average wind speed of 12 m/sec. The damping of the turbine-generator rotor is
considered to be zero for a worst-case scenario. The system parameters are included in the
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Appendix. Only those disturbances which give rise to oscillatory or unstable responses are reported
in this article.
Figure 5 shows the synchronous generator speed variation when it is subjected to a 20%
input torque pulse on the shaft for 300 milliseconds (ms). The torque unbalance gives an oscillatory
response in the generator because of zero damping. Although the converter and DC capacitor system
isolate the two synchronous systems, the generator and the grid, part of the large oscillations in the
generator will get past the converters into the grid. From the response shown in the Figure, it can be
seen that the adaptive online RBFN controller results in larger overshoots compared to the
uncontrolled case at the beginning of the adaptive training process. This is due to near-zero
initialisation of the RBF weights. As time progresses the network gets trained and the oscillations die
out quickly.
0.8

RBFNN control
No control

0.6

Generator speed variation (%)

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

0

1

2

3

4

5

Time (sec.)

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 5. Speed variation of permanent magnet synchronous generator following a 20% input
torque pulse for 300 ms with and without proposed RBFNN control
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the speed of the synchronous generator with the reference
value when RBFNN control is applied. Figure 7 shows that the sum of squared error converges very
fast. Figure 8 shows that in the early part of the transients, when the network has not been properly
trained, the generator stator current momentarily increases by about 25%. However, it quickly
returns to the normal level as the neural network gets trained. Maintenance of a constant level of the
DC-link capacitor voltage is essential for maximising the power transfer through the converters. It
can be observed from Figure 9 that the DC link voltage recovery is very fast with the adaptive neural
network control. Variations of the control variables (m and ψ), given in Figure 10, show that the
control effort falls to a reasonably smaller value quickly after a slightly large excursion at the start of
the training process.
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Figure 6. Variation of controlled generator speed from reference value
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Figure 7. Sum of squared error for 20% input torque pulse
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Figure 8. Generator stator current variation with and without adaptive RBFNN control
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Figure 9. Converter DC-link voltage variation following a 20% input torque pulse
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Figure 10. Modulation index (top figure) and phase angle controls (bottom figure) generated for
20% torque pulse case
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the generator speed variation response obtained from the
following two strategies: a) the proposed adaptive RBFNN control, and b) decoupled P-Q strategy
of supercapacitor control as reported in the literature [18]. The decoupled supercapacitor control of
the PMSG involves a relatively complex controller, whose parameters are designed through an
optimisation procedure. The major advantage of the proposed RBFNN controller over the earlier
reported work is that the former can be implemented online and its performance is robust.
0.2

Optimum decoupled control
RBFNN control

Generator speed variation(%)

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
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2
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6

7

8

9

10

Time (sec.)

Figure11. Comparison of generator speed variation obtained from proposed RBFNN control with
optimum de-coupled P-Q strategy reported in the literature
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The robustness of the RBFNN controller was tested at very low voltage conditions on the
grid bus. Figures 12-13 show variations in the turbine speed and converter DC voltage respectively,
following a 200-ms three-phase fault on the grid. The system response without any additional control
results in growing oscillation. The RBFNN strategy controls the oscillation effectively and restores
normal operation in less than 10 sec. The initial generator current and converter voltage show large
peaks because of random initialisation of the weights. However, as time progresses the weights get
trained and the system response reaches steady value smoothly.
Figure 14 shows the variation in wind turbine speed and the generator terminal voltage
following repetitive disturbances by input torque pulse. As can be observed, the initial transients in
the subsequent disturbance are not as pronounced under the RBFNN control since the weight
initialisation is no longer needed.
From a number of simulation studies, it is observed that the proposed adaptive RBFNN
restores even the dynamically unstable system to normal operation very quickly. The amount of
control required to achieve this has been observed to be reasonably small. The adaptive strategy is
simple to implement as it involves only a few steps of computation.
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RBFNN control
No control

Turbine speed variation (%)
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Figure 12. Wind turbine speed variation following a 200-ms three-phase fault at the grid bus with
and without adaptive controller
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Figure 13. Converter DC voltage variation following a 200-ms grid fault corresponding to Fig. 12
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Figure 14. Wind turbine speed variation and generator terminal voltage under RBFNN
control when subjected to repetitive disturbances
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CONCLUSIONS

A novel online adaptive control strategy for an energy storage device has been proposed using
artificial neural network. The strategy employs selected system outputs to predict the control and
also updates the network weights online. No offline training is involved in the process. The objective
of the strategy is to restore the permanent magnet wind generator to pre-specified levels of output
following arbitrary disturbances in the system. This has been achieved by compensating for the wind
generator P and Q imbalance through the energy storage device. The radial basis function considered
has fast convergence characteristics. The proposed adaptive neural network control strategy is much
superior to the classical neural controls, which employ fixed weights.
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APPENDIX

System Data (in per unit, except stated otherwise)
PMSG quantities: 1.5 MVA, 690 V, 40-pole, f b = 11.5 Hz, Ra = 0.01, Xd = 1, Xq = 0.7, Hg = 0.5s,
Ht = 3s, Ks = 0.3, Residual flux = 0.9
Converter parameters: Ri = 0.05, Xi = 0.1, C = 1; Storage capacitor and VSC: 250 kW, Rst = 0.01,
Lst = 0.15, Cdc = 1
Local load and line: P = 200 kW, Q = 400 kVAR (including capacitor); Rline = 0.1, Xline = 0.2
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Abstract: The active modified atmosphere packaging (active MAP) system, which provides
interactive postharvest control, using ethanol vapour controlled release, is one of the current
interests in the development of active packaging for horticultural products. A number of
published research work have discussed the relationship between the effectiveness of ethanol
vapour and its concentration in the package headspace, including its effect on postharvest
decay and physiological controls. This is of importance because a controlled release system
should release and maintain ethanol vapour at effective concentrations during the desired
storage period. A balance among the mass transfer processes of ethanol vapour in the
package results in ethanol vapour accumulation in the package headspace. Key factors
affecting these processes include ethanol loading, packaging material, packaged product and
storage environment (temperature and relative humidity). This article reviews their influences
and discusses future work required to better understand their influences on ethanol vapour
release and accumulations in active MAP.
Keywords: modified atmosphere packaging, ethanol vapour controlled release, active
packaging, horticultural products
_______________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

A current and increasing trend in the development of active packaging systems for
horticultural and food products is the employment of controlled release of gas-phase antimicrobial
agents, e.g. ethanol [1-3], essential oils [4, 5], 2-nonanone [6] and hexanal [7-9]. Although these
volatiles have generally-recognised-as-safe (GRAS) status, only ethanol vapour has been utilised
industrially. Examples of ethanol vapour controlled release systems are Antimold Mild and
Negamold sachets commercialised by the Freund Industrial Co. (Japan). Ethanol vapour controlled
release systems are reportedly incorporated into modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) systems for
75
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horticultural products, such as grape [1, 10, 11], tomato [12, 13], fresh-cut apple [14], sweet cherry
[2] and fresh-cut papaya [15]. MAP containing active systems such as controlled release and O2
scavenging can be designated ‘active MAP’ [16]. The application of an ethanol vapour controlled
release system imparts antimicrobial activity and delay changes of postharvest quality by inhibiting
ethylene synthesis and action [12], minimising discolouration and senescence [10, 13], thereby
enhancing aroma [1, 2, 15, 17].
The release and accumulation of ethanol vapour at effective levels in the package headspace
is the main purpose for which the ethanol controlled release system is designed, and these can
technically be affected by a number of factors, including ethanol loading in the controlled release
system, packaging film and storage environment. The aim of this review is to provide understanding
of key factors and their influences on ethanol vapour release and accumulation in the active MAP.
CONFIGURATIONS OF ETHANOL VAPOUR CONTROLLED RELEASE SYSTEMS

Ethanol vapour controlled release systems that have been reported are developed in two key
configurations: sachet and paper pad (Table 1). Sachet refers to a small packet containing a carrier
which is pre-equilibrated with ethanol. The carriers contained in the sachet are usually porous
adsorbents with a high specific surface area, such as those based on silica, which ensures that
sufficient amounts of agents are available to be delivered within the desired time frame. Paperbased materials such as filter paper and newspaper are also utilised as carriers (Table 1). The
ethanol-containing carriers developed for Antimold Mild are reportedly called ethanol powder, due
to their small and fine structures. This sachet material governs the release rate of ethanol vapour
from the sachet to the package headspace. The material of Antimold Mild is a paper/ethyl vinyl
acetate copolymer for regulating ethanol vapour release [11, 18]. The paper-pad release system
utilises paper as an ethanol carrier, which is technically soaked with ethanol liquid (Table 1). Unlike
sachets, the paper pads are exposed to the environment with no physical barrier to limit ethanol
vapour release. The ethanol left on the pad, compared to the sachet, should decrease at a faster rate.
Both controlled release configurations are extensively used in active MAP due to their
convenience, as they can be added to the packages along with the product and conveniently
removed from the packages and discarded at the end of the storage period. However, the use of
sachets may pose a low probability that the packaging material properties will be compromised,
especially the physical/mechanical properties. There are concerns among consumers about sachets
inside packages in regard to the misuse of sachets such as fear of ingestion, spillage of sachet
content into food causing adulteration of the food product, and ‘foreign component’ in the package
[19].
FACTORS AFFECTING ETHANOL-VAPOUR RELEASE AND ACCUMULATION IN PACKAGE
HEADSPACE

The release of ethanol vapour and its subsequent accumulation in the package headspace at
an effective concentration level is desirable for controlling postharvest decay and physiological
changes. The phenomenon can be affected by factors involving mass transfer processes in the
sachet, the packaged horticultural product and the type of package. Figure 1 diagrammatically
illustrates a concept model of the key mass transfer processes for release and accumulation of
ethanol vapour in active MAP. The diagram is adapted from the model package reported by Bai et
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Table 1. Examples of ethanol-vapour controlled release systems and their reported applications for
horticultural products
Ethanol-vapour controlled release system

Horticultural product

Reference

Antimold-Mild, 1

Broccoli

[18]

Ethanol powder

Antimold-Mild

Cherry

[2]

Sachet

Ethanol powder

Antimold-Mild

Apple

[14]

Pad

Paper

-

Grape

[1]

Sachet

Filter paper

-

Papaya

[15]

-

Paper wick 2

-

Mango

[20]

Sachet

Ethanol powder

Antimold-Mild

Broccoli

[21]

Sachet

Ethanol powder

Antimold-Mild

Grape

[11]

Sachet

Ethanol powder

Antimold-Mild

Broccoli

[22]

Pad

Filter paper

-

Chinese Bayberry

[23]

Pad

Newspaper sheet

-

Grape

[24]

Configuration

1
2

Carrier

Trade name

Sachet

Ethanol powder

Sachet

Commercialised by Freund Industrial Co. Ltd, Japan
Immersed in ethanol

Clamshell package

rscEtOH

r frEtOH
EtOH
r pkhs

rpkEtOH
Storage environment

Figure 1. Conceptualisation of key mass transfer processes of release of ethanol vapour in a model
clamshell package with enclosed sachet and sweet cherries simplified as one-dimensional transport
(adapted from Bai et al. [2]). The Antimold Mild was attached to the top lid of the clamshell and
sweet cherries were packaged into the clamshell.
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al. [2]: an incorporation of Antimold Mild sachet into a clamshell package containing intact sweet
cherry. Ethanol vapour is carried on a porous adsorbent and is continuously desorbed from it into
the sachet atmosphere (simplified as one-dimensional mass transport) before crossing the sachet
film into the package headspace ( rscEtOH ). Ethanol vapour can both pass through the packaging
material from the internal headspace to the storage environment ( r pkEtOH ) and interact with the
product ( r frEtOH ). The dynamic balance of the rates of these processes determines the net rate of
EtOH
accumulation of ethanol vapour in the package headspace ( r pkhs
). The key factors involved in the

mass transfer processes (Figure 1) are reviewed and presented as follows.
Load of Ethanol on Carrier
Different loads of ethanol on carriers has different release and accumulation effects in the
package headspace. Suzuki et al. [18] reported a linear relationship between the mass of ethanol on
the carrier (3-12 g ethanol powder) and the peak concentration and accumulation pattern of ethanol
vapour delivered from Antimold Mild into the headspace of perforated PE bags containing
broccoli branchlets at 20ºC for 5 days. The peak release and quasi steady-state of ethanol
concentration was reported for the 12g-sachet (Figure 2-I). Similarly, Smith et al. [25] reported
higher peaks of ethanol vapour released from the Ethicap type E4 (4 g ethanol powder), compared
to type E1 (1 g ethanol powder) in the headspace of a high ethanol vapour barrier pouch at 25ºC for
16 days (Figure 2-II; data on the 7th day of E4+aw 0.85 was not reported). In the study of Thompson
seedless grape, Lurie et al. [1] reported that paper impregnated with ethanol with a loading ratio of
8 mlEtOH/kgfruit could apparently generate a higher initial peak and quasi steady-state concentration
than a loading ratio of 4 mlEtOH/kgfruit (Figure 2-III). In a study on Red Globe table grape, Candir et
al. [11] reported highest ethanol concentration measured in the headspace of a non-perforated bag
(ZOEpac) containing Antimold Mild with 8 g ethanol powder, in comparison to Antimold Mild
with 6 g and 3 g ethanol powder (Figure 2-IV). Recently Utto et al. [15] reported that the kinetic
release rate and level of ethanol vapour concentration at 10C are dependent on the ethanol load
(0.5, 1.0 and 1.5g) on the filter paper.
The information noted above indicates that the higher the ethanol loading is on the carrier,
the higher the release peak becomes and, most likely also, the higher the quasi steady-state
concentration in package headspace results. This is explained by the differences in the system
capacity of the sachet, which is in proportion to the mass of ethanol adsorbed. The extent of change
in the ethanol vapour concentration is a function of the reciprocal of the system capacity [26], and
therefore the slowest change in the vapour concentration in the sachet headspace, which is in
equilibrium with ethanol adsorbed on the carrier, would occur in the system with the highest
loading of ethanol. This causes the slowest change of concentration gradient across the sachet after
the onset of release, thus resulting in the highest initial peak concentration and a slow depletion of
ethanol vapour from the package headspace leads to a high quasi steady-state concentration. It can
be noted that in Figure 2 the quasi steady-state concentrations of ethanol vapour developed in the
long term storage, i.e. 2-4 months, become comparable regardless of ethanol loading.
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Figure 2. Changes in ethanol vapour concentration in the atmosphere of bags containing: (I)
broccoli branchlets and varying mass of ethanol powder (3, 6 and 12 g) [17]; (II) aw-adjusted potato
dextrose agar plates and Ethicap (type E1: 1g ethanol powder and type E4: 4g ethanol powder)
[25]; (III) Thomson seedless grape and paper pad containing ethanol with 4 and 8 mlEtOH/kgfruit
loading ratios [1]; (IV) Red Globe table grape and Antimold Mild with varying mass of ethanol
powder (3, 6 and 8 g) [11]
Packaging Material
Ethanol vapour released into the package headspace will permeate through the packaging
material in accordance with the ethanol vapour concentration gradient between package headspace
and environment. A high-barrier plastic film can accordingly minimise ethanol vapour permeation
through the film, and a high vapour concentration can be achieved (Figure 2-II). Ethanol vapour
released shows varied concentrations, and often there are high initial concentration peaks (Figure 2).
Under such concentrations, the permeability to ethanol vapour of non-perforated films are likely to
be concentration-dependent [27-29]. Miyauchi et al. [30] reported the concentration-dependent
characteristic of ethanol-vapour permeability in polypropylene (PP), polyvinylidene chloride (PVC)
and a multi-layer film (comprised of nitrocellulose, polyethylene terepthalate (PET) and aluminium
layers). During the initial release, high vapour concentration can increase film permeability to
ethanol vapour. High permeant concentrations tend to interact with film, thus leading to changes in
its polymeric structure, which may increase free volume and facilitate permeation of the permeance
through the film [27-29]. The rate of ethanol vapour permeation from the headspace to the
immediate environment should then be increased, with consequent reduction in the concentration
level of ethanol vapour accumulated in the package headspace. This may affect the efficiency of
microbial or physiological control by ethanol vapour.
In addition to the non-perforated films, there are reports on using perforated films for
packaging [11, 18]. Perforations physically facilitate and stimulate the permeation of gas and vapour
through the film, thus effectively increasing film permeability. Ethanol vapour concentration in the
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perforated package headspace subsequently becomes lower than that in the non-perforated one.
Candir et al. [11] reported lower concentrations (36-44 L L-1) in the headspace of perforated
LDPE, compared to those of non-perforated bags (84-198 L L-1). The lower ethanol vapour
concentration accumulated in the perforated bags, however, may provide a benefit to the design of
active MAP in relation to consumers’ aroma perception of fermented ethanol vapour. High ethanol
vapour concentrations may be considered ‘foreign’ and it may cause consumers to reject the
product. Bai et al. [2] reported that the odour of ethanol vapour at 9-26 L L-1 could be perceived
after opening the clamshells containing cherry with an ethanol-vapour controlled release sachet.
Although lowering ethanol vapour concentration in the package headspace may be achieved by the
perforated film, it is important that the lowered concentration in the headspace has to be within the
level at which ethanol vapour is effective for antimicrobial and/or physiological control.
Storage Environment (Temperature and Humidity)
An increase in storage temperature reportedly stimulates the release or desorption of
adsorbed particles from the carrier, resulting in a high concentration accumulated in the package
headspace. Bai et al. [2] reported that concentration peaks of ethanol vapour at 1o, 10o and 20 C
were approximately 12, 23 and 27 L L-1 respectively, which is consistent with the findidngs of
Candir et al. [11]. A high concentration of ethanol vapour in the package headspace at high storage
temperature can provide better control of microbial proliferation, especially during postharvest
handling when temperature fluctuations (likely temperature increase) are not uncommon [31-33].
Packaging film permeability is also well known for its temperature dependence [34].
Miyauchi et al. [30], for example, reported that there is a clear relationship between storage
temperature (29-40 C) and film permeability to ethanol vapour. Increasing temperature may be
considered an additional effect on the high concentration accumulated at the release peak. High
temperature can increase film permeability to ethanol vapour, thus stimulating the rate of ethanol
vapour permeation from the headspace to the immediate environment and lowering the ethanol
vapour concentration in the package headspace.
In addition to storage temperature, relative humidity reportedly can affect the ethanol vapour
release rate. Smith et al. [35] reported that a high relative humidity can affect the equilibrium
condition by stimulating the release of ethanol from Antimold Mild . The effect of relative
humidity on the release process is assumed to be due to the competition for active adsorption sites
through the displacement of adsorbed molecules by water vapour [25]. Given a reasonable porosity
and water vapour permeability of controlled-release sachet material, high relative humidity
developed in modified atmosphere packages containing fresh-cut horticultural products can be
utilised for stimulating ethanol vapour release from the sachet, thus potentially providing better
control of microbial proliferation under the high humidity developed in the package headspace.
However, if the sachet material is a hydrophobic plastic film, for example LDPE film, which
is a good water vapour barrier, the high humidity accumulated in the package headspace will have a
minimal effect on the release of ethanol vapour from the sachet [15]. High humidity accumulated in
the package headspace of modified-atmosphere packages can, however, stimulate fungal decay and
overcome the antifungal activity of the released ethanol vapour. In a study of Red Globe grape [11],
Antimold® 80 (with 8g ethanol powder) placed in a non-perforated LDPE box liner reportedly did
no give an effective antifungal activity compared to that in a perforated (6-mm holes) LDPE liner
due to the high relative humidity accumulated in the non-perforated liner. Similar findings on the
effect of high humidity on antifungal activity of ethanol vapour were reported in other grape
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cultivars including ‘Superior’ [36], ‘Reliance’ and ‘Saturn’ [37]. It was remarked that the humidity
level accumulated in the package headspace has to be controlled in order to maintain the antifungal
activity of ethanol vapour released from the sachet.
Packaged Product
The interaction between ethanol vapour and the packaged product can evidently lower the
concentration of ethanol vapour in the package headspace [2]. Similar evidence was reported for
other volatile compounds including hexanal, nonanal and hexyl acetate [38, 39]. Whilst there are no
reported studies for ethanol vapour, interactions between hexanal vapour and fresh-cut apple [40]
and intact tomato [41] are reportedly concentration- and temperature-dependent. Given similar
characteristics, interactions between ethanol vapour and products hypothetically should increase
under a high storage temperature and ethanol vapour concentration, and these should rapidly
decrease the concentration in the headspace. This assumption is supported by the study of Bai et al.
[2], who reported that there was a sharp decrease in headspace concentration of ethanol vapour from
ca. 27 to 13 L L-1 at 20ºC within 48 hr while the reduction time frame of ethanol vapour
concentration at 10ºC was 240 hr.
Interactions between ethanol vapour and the products may stimulate metabolism such as the
respiration rates of tomato [42] and potato [43], and the biological conversion of ethanol vapour to
acetaldehyde, which causes browning in grape [1]. Stimulation of respiration rate may cause high
O2 consumption and CO2 production, which may affect the modified atmosphere developed in the
package headspace as a result of the balance between respiration rate and rate of permeation of O2
and CO2 through the packaging film [44, 45]. However, ethanol vapour released in active MAP
reportedly has no effect on the modified-atmosphere condition in packages containing sweet cherry
[2], grape [1] and fresh-cut papaya [15] (Table 2). Similarly, Serrano et al. [46] reported that
antifungal volatiles (eugenol, thymol and menthol) released from saturated gauze did not alter the
levels of O2 and CO2 in plastic bags containing sweet cherry.
Such minimal effects of the vapour of ethanol or other volatiles released from the essential
oils may be attributed to the developed modified-atmosphere conditions, which slow down
metabolic processes in horticultural products [47] and consequently limit their interactions with the
volatiles. In the study on intact tomato [7], continuous hexanal vapour treatment (40-70 L L-1)
reportedly increased respiration rate up to 50% during a 7-day storage at 20ºC. In their subsequent
work [41], however, the effect of hexanal vapour treatment on the respiration rate became minimal
under a modified-atmosphere condition (10% O2 and 5% CO2 (v/v)). However, a significant effect
of the antifungal eucalyptol volatile on the modified atmosphere waas evident, as seen in the study
of Serrano et al. [46]. This volatile was reported to increase the oxidative metabolism of cherry, thus
causing a large change in the modified-atmosphere condition (ca. 7% O2 and 3.5% CO2) compared
to that developed under eugenol, thymol and menthol volatiles (11-12% O2 and 2-3% CO2). Such
information suggests that the design of active MAP has to take into account the change in modifiedatmosphere condition by the volatile released.
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Table 2. Modified atmosphere conditions developed in package headspace in which vapour of
ethanol and other volatiles accumulated

a
b

Product

Storage
temperature
(ºC)

Grape

0

Package
(1) Xtend plastic
liner
(2) Polyethylene

Controlled release system
Steady-state
Active
concentration
vapour
(LL-1)
Ethanol
(1) 32-350
(2) 70-640 b

Modified
atmosphere
condition a

Reference

(1) 8% CO2 and
12% O2
(2) 2% CO2 and
15-18% O2
2.6% CO2 and
19.4-21% O2

[1]

Sweet
cherry

10

Polystyrene clamshell

Ethanol

14-18

Papaya

10

LDPE bag

Ethanol

0.01-0.06

5% CO2 and 9% O2

[15]

Grape

0

Nonperforated LDPE
(ZOEpac)

Ethanol

84-198

2-3% CO2 and 1314% O2

[11]

Sweet
cherry

1

Oriented
polypropylene (OPP)
bag

Eugenol,
Thymol,
Menthol

Not reported

2-3% CO2 and 1112% O2

[46]

[2]

Reportedly not significantly different between bags with and without controlled release sachet
On the last storage day of 7-week storage trial, an upsurge of ethanol vapour from ca. 640 to ca. 900 LL-1 was
reported.

CONCLUSIONS

This review provides information on key factors, viz. ethanol loading, packaging material,
packaged product and storage environment (temperature and relative humidity), affecting the
release of ethanol vapour in active MAP. The conceptual model representing the key mass transfer
processes of the packaging system assists understanding of how these factors influence the
processes. The design of active MAP to achieve effective ethanol concentration is complicated by
interactions among packaging components, which are mainly the controlled release system, the
packaging film and the product, thus resulting in changes of ethanol vapour concentration. This
concentration importantly should be at a level at which it does not cause negative sensory responses
from consumers whilst still providing effective control on the packaged product.
More studies should be conducted in order to understand the effects of simultaneous changes
made to multiple factors influencing ethanol vapour release since most work reported has only
manipulated a single factor. The understanding would assist packaging technologists and engineers
to properly design components of active MAP to suit the packaging requirements of products and
the shelf life desired. Mathematical models appropriately developed and validated could be utilised
to optimise packaging designs through information obtained from the simulations. At the present
time there are no available mathematical models reported for the design of ethanol-vapour release in
active MAP.
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Abstract: Athletes’ performance may be complex to assess since multiple different
metrics may be used to determine the overall performance. This paper proposes a novel
fuzzy logic approach to evaluate players’ accuracy in the golf putting context. This
evaluation methodology merges three input parameters, namely the relative product
metrics which are defined by the binary error, the radial error and the argument error.
The proposed model herein is suitable to evaluate game context situations involving
subjectivity, vagueness and imprecise information. Experimental results show that the
evaluation of players’ performance might be different than if we only had the aim of the
golf game in mind, which involves placing the ball in the hole with as few shots as
possible.
Keywords: golf, fuzzy logic approach, performance of golf players, golf putting
________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
Sports performance evaluation has been studied along diverse lines and within different
disciplinary research frameworks, focusing on the analysis of players’ behaviour (e.g. individual
analysis) or teams who are part of a given competitive context (e.g. collective analysis) [1]. This has
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afforded a broad scientific knowledge towards the development of new performance analysis
methods [2].
However, the literature shows that sports evaluation is usually carried out in an analytical or
standardised manner (e.g. batteries of physical tests or physiological and psychological analysis), or
in a quantitative manner, viz. through technical-tactical indicators (e.g. match statistics). Despite
their usefulness, these techniques are not enough to describe players’ performance as a whole,
bearing in mind that they only consider the ‘cause-effect’ linear actions resulting from athletes’
actions or match situations [3]. For instance, one should better understand the meaning of having a
golf ball finish before, after or in the vicinity of the hole, and to what extent this is truly meaningful
and important for the putting performance. Moreover, it should be noted that the state of the art is
scarce around this topic and does not clarify in any way the difference between a golf ball that stays
in the ±90° lines or ±180° lines towards the hole. In other words, the literature does not provide any
theoretical support for this research question, thus reinforcing the proposal of an alternative
evaluation methodology.
It is important to further investigate these aspects that can be decisive in the golf-game
outcome. Furthermore, this will demystify the role of the well-known radial error in the final
evaluation of golf putting, as in many other sports movements, by merging it with other
performance evaluation metrics, herein denoted as binary error and argument error. Since a unique,
highly reliable and effective performance evaluation metric is crucial for assessing the athlete’s
potential and overall performance, a novel approach based on fuzzy logic has been introduced [4].
This metric merges all performance metrics relevant to achieve skill mastery and improve the
execution of the task [5, 6].
Fuzzy logic was structured in 1965 by Zadeh [7] at the University of California, Berkeley to
deal with and represent uncertainties. Fuzzy logic becomes important as our world is not made up of
completely true or false facts and contemplates intermediate logical values between ‘False’ (0) and
‘True’ (1). This means that a diffuse logical value may be found in values between 0 and 1 [8].
Fuzzy logic has been used in several applications as a multiple-criteria analysis tool. The successful
development of a fuzzy model is a complex multi-step process, in which the designer is faced with a
large number of alternative implementation strategies and attributes [9]. Fuzzy logic addresses such
applications perfectly as it resembles human decision-making, which can generate precise solutions
from certain or approximate information.
This paper covers a large set of practical applications within the golf putting and proposes a
fuzzified metric that can provide both quantitative and qualitative information. This metric shows
that one can devise a ‘memory’ that objectively provides a trend of players’ performance during the
execution of a given task. In this case, the player is able to monitor the motor skill progress and
correct product errors resulting from the putting performance. Furthermore, the proposed approach
is extremely useful for measuring the performance fluctuations and irregularities of players, as well
as assessing their individual motor skill characteristics.
Notation
Number of trials
Binary value of putting Success
Binary error metric
Lateral error
Longitudinal error
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Polar error
Radial error module
Argument error
Radial error arithmetic mean
Maximum radial error
Radial error metric
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
Argument error metric
Binary error membership function
Radial error membership function
Argument error module membership
function
Consequent function of the putting
performance
PERFORMANCE METRICS

This section presents three metrics to evaluate the golf putting accuracy, namely the binary
error, the radial error and the argument error. The literature considers solely and explicitly the radial
error as a strict measure of performance [10, 11]. The other metrics, namely the binary error and the
argument error, are complementary to the radial error. The formalisation of these metrics aims at
providing a comparison of the golf putting performance of various players.
Binary Error Evaluation
One way to evaluate the golf putting accuracy consists in computing the binary error.
Despite not being denoted as such in the literature, this metric may be formalised based on
theoretical assumptions around the disciplines of engineering, notably in the concepts inherent to
binary logic [12]. Applying this logic to the golf putting performance, it is possible to evaluate the
players’ performance by quantifying the number of times that the ball entered the hole over the
total number of trials of motor practice. For example, according to the binary logic (e.g. values 0
and 1), if the player succeeded in placing the ball into the hole, 1 would be regarded as Success;
otherwise, the score value would be 0, i.e. Failure. In other words, this metric does not
contemplate intermediate values [12].
In this work, we formalise this metric as:
(1)
where N is the total number of trials and
is the binary value that represents putting Success. That
is, if the ball enters the hole,
= 1; otherwise, = 0. However, considering the metric , if the
player scores as many times as he/she fails, the evaluation will be 0.5, thus completely disregarding
how much he/she failed. Therefore, this result does not take into account the consistency of the
player’s performance, as he/she might still obtain a high score even if some of the trials were highly
inaccurate.
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Radial Error Evaluation
In recent studies focusing on the analysis of golf putting [6, 13, 14], the radial error has
been used to examine the product measures derived from the motor performance of players.
Through the analysis of both longitudinal and lateral errors, the studies obtained quantitative
measures to evaluate the distance between the final position of the ball and the centre of the hole.
When the player is able to place the ball into the hole, the error is considered 0 in both
longitudinal and lateral components and consequently, the radial error is also 0.
In this context, a performance metric can be defined as the arithmetic mean of the radial
error obtained in each trial:
(2)
where
is the radial error of trial i [15], which can be obtained from the application of the
Pythagorean Theorem (Figure 1) as:
(3)
Through the analysis of metric , we can conclude that the higher its value, the worse the
putting accuracy performance becomes. From Figure 1 we can observe that the legs of the triangle
are defined by the lateral error
.
to the radial error

and the longitudinal error

while the hypotenuse corresponds

Hole

Figure 1. Representation of the three measured errors
However, by representing this metric as an absolute value, the inter-subject comparison is
far from straightforward (cf. Results section). One way to overcome this constraint was presented
in a previous study [15], which applied a normalised measure based on a maximum radial error
max, which depends on the evaluative and normative criteria (e.g. handicap, green limits and the
player’s distance to the hole), being always superior or equal to the radial error for any trial i of
any player, i.e.
is obtained through the expression:
. Thus, the relative metric
(4)
provides an ‘analogical’ evaluation of
Contrary to the previous metric from equation (1),
the putting accuracy, i.e. being not solely represented by the Success or Failure of this movement.
It should be noted that a trial that promotes the placement of the ball inside the hole tends to be
considered only slightly better than another which results in a ball close to it. This evaluation
metric does not take into account all the ‘dynamics’ of the putting performance since the radial
error may lead to an erroneous evaluation, thus concealing the obtained results. Unlike other
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gestures (e.g. javelin throw), in golf putting the lateral error
as the longitudinal error

may not carry the same ‘weight’

in terms of putting performance.

Argument Error Evaluation
The concept adopted in this section dates back to the pioneering studies conducted by Isaac
Newton, which paved the way to research around polar coordinates as we know them today [16].
From an operational point of view, a semi-straight line starting at the origin and any other point in
the Cartesian plane (x, y) may be represented in the polar plane as a module (distance) and an
argument (angle) [16]. In order to evaluate the putting accuracy performance, we herein propose a
new evaluation metric that considers the radial error as the module (absolute value) of an error
(denoted as polar error) represented in the polar coordinate system as:
(5)
where the argument

is obtained through the conversion of the Cartesian coordinate system

into the polar coordinate system
, being obtained with the arc tangent variation
atan2 function.
Through the conversion from Cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates, one can obtain the
quadrant where the ball is located at the end of each trial of motor practice, as well as the circular
positions around the origin (hole), as shown in Figure 2. It should be noted that the y-axis is aligned
with the line defined by the exit point of the ball (i.e. where the moment of the putter’s impact with
the ball takes place) and the centre of the hole. On the other hand, the x-axis is perpendicular to the
y-axis and aligned with the centre of the hole.
Considering the example from Figure 2, one can observe that balls 1 and 2 are of the same
. However, ball 2 is located in the first quadrant, closer to the 0º
distance from the hole, i.e.
o
line with Ө2 = 10 , while ball 1 is located in the second quadrant, closer to the 90º line with Ө1 =
100o. The question is which of the two situations represents a better performance in terms of putting
accuracy.
The metrics defined in equations (2) and (4) represent the same accuracy for the example
depicted in Figure 2: in neither of the two cases did the balls enter the hole and both are at the
same distance from it. Nevertheless, although not explicitly discussed in the literature [9, 10, 17],
a player’s performance tends to be considered ‘worse’ when the ball finishes closer to the line that
separates the first quadrant from the fourth and the second quadrant from the third, i.e. the x-axis
line. Put it differently, it is preferable to obtain angles closer to 90º rather than angles closer to
±180º.
As previously stated, the lateral error
proves to be more ‘critical’ than the positive
longitudinal error . This means that combining the analysis of both the radial error
and the
argument of radial error , it is possible to determine whether the accuracy of a given trial is better
than the other. Given the same example from Figure 2, we can conclude that the putting accuracy
represented by ball 1 is higher than that represented by ball 2. It may also be observed that the
, as this ball
putting accuracy represented by ball 3 is lowest, even taking into account that
o
is placed in the fourth quadrant with Ө3 = 280 .
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Figure 2. Graphic representation of Cartesian and polar coordinate systems around the
centre of the hole
In order to compare the accuracy performance using the argument error, as before, a novel
relative metric is proposed:
(6)
To further improve the feasibility of this proposed approach, a Spearman’s rank correlation
test [18] was carried out between 10 golf players’ handicap and their argument error, . This
study consisted of 30 trials performed by each player at 4 metres from the hole without any
constraints. A Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of
= -0.4893 was obtained, thus
allowing the observation of a decreasing monotonic trend between players’ handicap and their
accuracy performance through the angular position of the balls. In other words, one can consider
that as handicap decreases, putters finish closer to the 90º line.
Nevertheless, the fact that there are multiple evaluation metrics to determine a player’s
performance increases the complexity of the selection process. Due to the ‘dynamics’ of the putting
performance, it may not be sufficient to consider each evaluation metric independently. It is
therefore extremely important to find a way to evaluate a player’s performance and simultaneously
ponder the binary metric (if the ball enters the hole or not), the radial error (if it does not enter the
hole, how far is it), and the argument error (if the ball does not enter the hole, what is its angular
location?). Consequently, it is based on a fuzzy approach, introduced in the next section, that we
will evaluate the overall performance accuracy associated with the golf putting.
FUZZY APPROACH

In the specific case of this work, it is possible through fuzzy logic to transform quantitative
variables into qualitative ones by describing not only the ‘total’ error obtained by the player, but
also the extent of his/her failure in the same trial. In order to do so, this research considers three
inputs for the diffuse system, which are defined by the three measures previously introduced,
namely binary error, radial error and argument error.
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The membership function of the binary error is represented by a unitary crisp membership
function as shown in equation (7) and Figure 3. In other words, the value 0 is ascribed for an
unsuccessful shot (Failure) and for a successful one (Success) the value 1 is ascribed. It should be
noted that this method has been used in the analysis of dynamic systems, namely artificial
intelligence [9].
(7)
1

Success

0

0

1

Figure 3. Binary error membership function
The membership function of the radial error may be represented as a special case of a
triangular membership function (Figure 4). The smaller the radial error is, the closer the ball will be
to the hole. This function may be represented as shown in equation (8):
(8)
(cf. equation (4)), which, as previously stated, may be related
where parameter  is equal to
with the green’s size or the highest radial error recorded from all trials.
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Figure 4. Radial error membership function
The membership function of the argument error is defined by a generalised bell-shaped
function as shown in Figure 5. This function has one more parameter than the Gaussian function
typically used:
(9)
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Figure 5. Argument error module membership function
, as input, considering
We decided to use the absolute value of the argument error,
negative angles (third and fourth quadrants) as having the same evaluation as positive angles (first
and second quadrants). Parameters , and are defined considering that a ball situated on the
|90|º line (right angle) has the maximum performance value as to the argument error, whereas a ball
closer to the 0º or 180º line (i.e. between the first and fourth quadrants and between the second and
third quadrants respectively) represents a shot with a lower performance as to the argument error.
Using Matlab’s Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [1], equation (9) is parameterised with = 25, = 1.5, c = 90.
For defuzzification, we considered Mamdani’s implication [7] with the lowest (first) of the
maxima. Basically, two diffuse IF-THEN rules allow the classification of a given putting trial in
as:
terms of overall performance
is Success THEN
ELSE-IF
is Small

IF

is Accurate with weight 1
is Right THEN
is Accurate with weight 0.8

The first rule is the most relevant to classifying the putting success as it represents the
performance metric of the golf player, contemplating whether or not the ball enters the hole. If it
does, = 1; then all other variables are irrelevant and the shot will be classified as Accurate, i.e.
= 1. On the other hand, if the ball does not enter the hole, = 0, and the radial error needs to be
pondered. It was decided that the weight of this second rule should be 0.8: the moment the player
does not hit the hole, the putting is considered to have, at best, an accuracy of 80%, i.e. = 0.8.
As to the radial error, we know that the higher it is, the worse the player’s performance
becomes. However, this relation can only be considered linear if the argument error remains
constant. If the argument error module comes close to the limits of ±180º, the putting will be
considered to have a lower performance and consequently a lower accuracy. The question here is:
How accurate will the putting be when the radial error argument varies?
This relation cannot be considered linear because of the features inherent to the putting
execution. This means that the
connective cannot be considered as usual, viz. only by
considering the minimum or the product between
and
. A new
connective is
then proposed to relate both membership functions while maintaining the relation previously
addressed:
(10)
, the lower the influence of the argument

As a result, the lower the radial error is, i.e.
error module results, and vice-versa.
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Finally, the consequent function is defined as follows:
(11)

,
where

is the overall accuracy performance evaluation of trial i (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Consequent function of the putting performance
In order to understand the metric of the evaluation proposed, we shall consider the following
example. Two golf players executed two trials each. Player 1 was able to hit the ball in the first trial:
, but obtained the highest radial error of all the trials in the second shot, with an argument
error of 0º:

. Player 2 failed both trials with a radial error 10 times lower than

,

having obtained an argument error of 90º in the first trial and 0º in the second trial:
and

.
In this situation the scenario would be the following. As regards the binary error, player 1
would have a higher performance than that of player 2, as he/she was able to place the first ball into
the hole, viz.

. As regards the radial error, player 2 would be the best, with
= 0.5. Both players would present the same performance as to the argument error,

with

.
Given the current context, by benefiting from the fuzzy evaluation proposed in this section,

we obtain
This means that player 1 had a 14% higher performance than
player 2.
The following section compares the performance of several expert players by benefiting from
the diverse metrics presented in this work.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance metrics previously presented were evaluated considering 10 male golfers
who were adults (aged 33.8 ± 11.9), volunteers, right-handed and experts (10.8 ± 5.4 handicap).
An artificial plain green carpet 10 m long, 2 m wide and 4 mm thick [15] used by Minigolf
professionals, rectangular with no flaws, quite similar to the green’s natural surface texture was used.
A real golf hole was placed at 3.5 m from the carpet ending and 1 m from each lateral
extremity. Three black dots marked the putting and were placed at 2 m (D1), 3 m (D2) and 4 m
(D3). The dots were in the same direction as the hole at 1 m from each lateral extremity of the
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carpet. A ramp 1 m long was placed under the carpet, levelling up the carpet surface to a height of
10 cm. A straight platform 4 m long was placed immediately after the ramp to keep that same
height.
The ball’s trajectory was tracked using a digital camera placed on a tripod 1.55 m high with
an inclination of 22º pointing down. The camera was shot at 30 frames/sec. with a resolution of
1280×720 pixels and a focal length of 26 mm. In order to assist in the data analysis and convert
the virtual into real coordinates, 13 reference points were marked on the carpet.
Three studies were designed. In the first study (E1), 30 trials were performed at 1, 2, 3 and 4
m away from the hole without any constraint (without ramp). In the second study (E2), 30 trials
were performed at 2, 3 and 4 m away from the hole, with a constraint imposed by the ramp. In the
third and last study (E3), 30 trials were performed at 2 m away from the hole with a constraint
imposed by the ramp and an angle of 25o to the left and right of the hole.
Binary Evaluation
Figure 7 shows the players’ performance throughout the 3 experimental studies by only
considering the binary error metric. Player 1 shows the best performance. He obtained a success rate
of 83%, succeeding in placing 83% of the balls into the hole. Player 1 is closely followed by players
4 and 9, while player 2 presents the worst performance.

Player no.

Figure 7. Binary evaluation of the players in 3 experimental studies
Radial Error Evaluation
Taking into account the radial error, Figure 8 shows the players’ performance throughout the
3 experimental studies. In this study a maximum threshold value is found for player 8:  =
=
3778 mm. The lowest radial error is found for player 4, who comes closer to 1. Players 9 and 1
closely follow player 4. Finally, player 8 clearly shows the worst performance.
Argument Error Evaluation
Figure 9 shows the players’ performance throughout the 3 experimental studies by only
considering the argument error. One may observe that player 1 shows the best performance, being
closer to 1. Players 7 and 8 follow, with player 2 having the worst performance.
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Player no.

Figure 8. Radial error evaluation of the players in 3 experimental studies

Player no.

Figure 9. Argument error evaluation of the players in 3 experimental studies
Fuzzy Evaluation
To evaluate players using fuzzy logic, we benefited from the Fuzzy Inference System Editor
of the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [1]. Complementing the information previously presented, Figure 10
and Table 1 depict the players’ performance throughout the 3 experimental studies relying on
diffuse information.
In the first study player 1 achieves the best performance, followed by players 4 and 9.
Player 8 shows the worst performance. In the second study player 3 achieves the best
performance, followed by players 10 and 4. The data also show that faced with a constraint
(ramp/slope), the accuracy performance of player 1 tends to decrease considerably when
compared with the performance of player 4. Player 8 shows the worst performance. In the last
study player 5 shows the best performance, placing about 75% of the balls in the hole. Players 6
and 7 follow player 5. Again, player 8 shows the worst performance. Player 4 obtains the best
performance in the 3 studies (Figure 10), followed by players 1 and 9. Finally, player 8 shows the
worst performance (TOTAL row from Table 1).
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Player no.

Figure 10. Fuzzy evaluation of players in 3 experimental studies
Table 1. Evaluation of fuzzy performance obtained by players throughout 3 experimental studies
Study
E1_1m
E1_2m
E1_3m
E1_4m
E1
E2_2m
E2_3m
E2_4m
E2
E3_ang1
E3_ang2
E3
TOTAL

S01
1.0000
0.9847
1.0000
1.0000
0.9962
0.9413
0.9273
0.8657
0.9114
0.8237
0.6157
0.7197
0.9065

S02
1.0000
0.8947
0.7850
0.7407
0.8551
0.9320
0.8820
0.8380
0.8840
0.7523
0.7027
0.7275
0.8364

S03
1.0000
0.9517
0.7700
0.8050
0.8817
0.9610
0.9847
0.9033
0.9497
0.7843
0.5533
0.6688
0.8570

S04
1.0000
0.9757
0.9860
0.9367
0.9746
0.9647
0.9777
0.8953
0.9459
0.6923
0.7553
0.7238
0.9093

S05
1.0000
0.8590
0.7260
0.8047
0.8474
0.8400
0.8323
0.7133
0.7952
0.7763
0.7590
0.7677
0.8123

S06
1.0000
0.8290
0.7703
0.7340
0.8333
0.9507
0.8757
0.8320
0.8861
0.7407
0.7827
0.7617
0.8350

S07
1.0000
0.8807
0.8510
0.8503
0.8955
0.9277
0.8270
0.6153
0.7900
0.7710
0.7490
0.7600
0.8302

S08
1.0000
0.7917
0.7657
0.4550
0.7531
0.8820
0.6777
0.5763
0.7120
0.6747
0.5550
0.6148
0.7087

S09
0.9787
0.9640
0.9530
10.000
0.9739
0.9493
0.8587
0.8307
0.8796
0.7447
0.6437
0.6942
0.8803

S10
1.0000
0.8923
0.8633
0.6267
0.8456
0.9477
0.9713
0.9327
0.9506
0.6823
0.5753
0.6288
0.8324

Note: E1_1m = study 1: 1 metre; E1_2m = study 1: 2 metres; E1_3m = study 1: 3 metres; E1_4m =
study 1: 4 metres; E2_2m = study 2: 2 metres; E2_3m = study 2: 3 metres; E2_4m = study 2: 4
metres; E3_ang1 = study 3 (angle 1 – left); E3_ang2 = study 3 (angle 2 - right); S01 = player 1;
S02 = player 2, etc.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Considering the previously presented results, it is important to retrieve as much information
as possible about the putting execution so as to understand how this methods can be applied to the
sports training context. If we only consider the aim of the golf game in mind, which involves
placing the ball in the hole with as few shots as possible, player 1 would be considered as the best
performer (cf. binary error) followed by players 4 and 9. However, if one considers the performance
evaluation as regards a fuzzy logic accuracy, viz. the simultaneous analysis of the binary error, the
radial error and the argument error, player 4 is the one presenting the best performance, followed by
players 1 and 9.
The use of the proposed metric is suitable in evaluating situations that involve subjectivity,
vagueness and imprecise information. However, the success of a fuzzy-based engine relies on the
experience of selecting an adequate membership function. Therefore, an expert knowledge about
the task is required in order to validate the proposed rules and membership functions. In other
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words, fuzzy systems need expert experience to strengthen the decision rules and to handle
imprecise value in its reasoning.
This approach brings implications to the area of sports training since it aims at providing a
deeper understanding of players’ flaws [5]. The approach is truly important mainly in a coaching
perspective to avoid overusing standard metrics that lack relevant information about a given gesture
[19]. For instance, although player 1 was the best performing player most of the time, his overall
performance significantly dropped when both ramp and slope constraints were added. In that sense,
this multidisciplinary approach provides for the understanding of the golf putting and the
acquisition of the necessary information during training and competition. Meanwhile, fuzzy logic
has practical applications in other individual and team sports (e.g. tennis, football and basketball)
that can benefit from this type of fuzzified metric with both quantitative and qualitative information,
being mainly useful in following the performance trend of athletes’ motor behaviour. Such
techniques are equally effective in assessing how the athlete can stabilise his/her performance by
exploring different levels of variability and complexity. Moreover, this approach is extremely useful
for measuring the performance fluctuations and irregularities of both novices and experts, as well as
for assessing their individual motor skill characteristics and profiles [17].
Operationally, this study introduces new evaluation metrics that are relevant in sports so as to
measure the performance of athletes in laboratory and real situations for both teaching and learning.
Specifically in the golf putting context, these metrics show that it is possible to devise a ‘memory’
that objectively provides a trend of players’ performance during the execution of the task. In this
case the player is able to monitor his/her motor progress and correct errors resulting from the
putting performance. Moreover, the metrics also allow quantifying the result of the action and the
direction of the error in the context of training and competition [17].
However, in order to consolidate the conclusions obtained in this work, it might be necessary
to extend this type of metrics to other sports. In this case, and given the complexity of such
extension, an interdisciplinary approach covering several areas of knowledge such as sport sciences,
mathematics and engineering is proposed. The scientific contributions emerging from this
interdisciplinary work can help to further understand the ‘mechanics’ connecting fuzzy logic to
sports.
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Abstract: Various configurations and modes of airlift photobioreactors were examined
in the cultivation of Chaetoceros gracilis. Internal loop and external loop airlifts were
cultivated in a batch mode in a controlled indoor environment. The external loop system
provided a better performance than the internal loop system due to better light exposure.
A continuous operation was conducted in an internal loop airlift photobioreactors-inseries. This was designed to minimise the effect of light blocking due to overgrown cells
as the high-density culture was, in this configuration, only limited to the last airlift
column in the series. Outdoor large-scale operation was conducted in a flat-panel airlift
photobioreactor. Due to uneven light availability, the outdoor culture could not perform
as well as the indoor one in terms of growth rate. Among the four systems investigated,
the continuous culture in airlift photobioreactors-in-series provided the best performance
with the highest cell density of 12.12 × 106 cells mL-1. Cost analysis based on the
maximum number of reactors that can be installed in one square metre indicates that the
indoor system requires lowest operating cost per unit cultivation area, whereas the
outdoor system provides highest profit as a result of the inherited large productivity.
Keywords: Chaetoceros gracilis, indoor culture, outdoor culture, airlift photobioreacter
_______________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION

Chaetoceros gracilis is one of the most popular diatoms in Thailand and is used in feeding
shrimp larvae. Conventionally, this diatom is cultivated in open pond systems in which an inherent
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low specific growth rate allows an easy contamination by foreign, faster growing microorganisms.
Closed bioreactor systems are often proposed as alternatives, where not only the well-defined
environment facilitates the control of contaminants, but also the various important environment
parameters (light intensity, temperature, etc.) can be manipulated to suit the growth of each
individual species. Examples of such closed systems include flat plate/panel [1-3], tubular [4, 5],
helical flow [6, 7] and airlift [8]. Airlift photobioreactors attract considerable attention as an
alternative bioreactor for microorganisms such as Tetrahymena thermophila [9], Haematococcus
pluvialis [10, 11] and Chaetoceros calcitrans [12, 13]. The use of airlift is recommended for the
cultivation of algae as it allows a more effective circulation of cells, which enhances light exposure
[12, 14] and effectively maintains microalgal suspension with reasonably low energy requirement
[15, 16]. In addition, Issarapayup et al. [2] showed that a flat-panel airlift photobioreactor (FPAP)
can be easily scaled up by extending the length of reactor without losing algal growth performance.
Outdoor cultivation of microalgae is suitable for large-scale culture and the future
development of most microalgal applications will need to have a reliable and economical industrialscale cultivation process. Sunlight as a light source reduces the operating cost and electricity
consumption by as much as 2.5 times when compared with the system with artificial lighting [17,
18]. An outdoor pond may need a circulation cascade to increase light exposure of microalgae [19].
However, outdoor condition is still quite difficult to control, and the productivity of microalgae is
typically variable with seasons [17, 19, 20]. The performance of the photobioreactors can still be
improved by the design of the set-up and manipulation of the operation of the system. This work
demonstrates how different designs of the airlift photobioreactor affect both indoor and outdoor
cultivation of Chaetoceros gracilis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of Stock Culture
The original inoculum of C. gracilis was obtained from the Department of Aquaculture,
Faculty of Fisheries, Kasetsart University. The stock culture was prepared by inoculating the diatom
in the sterile modified F/2 medium incubated at 121˚C [12]. The culture was then transferred to 250
mL of the medium in a 500-mL flask and inoculated until the cell concentration reached
approximately 4 x 106 cells mL-1. It was finally scaled up to 1,000 mL and 17 L and then transferred
to the large-scale airlift photobioreactors.
Design Options for Indoor Cultivation
Batch culture
Two types of 17-L airlift photobioreactors were employed. They were made from clear
acrylic plastic to allow light passage through the column. The internal-loop airlift photobioreactor
(IAP) has a draft tube installed centrally within the outer column, which separates the downcomer
from the riser (Figure 1(a) and Table 1). The 17-L external-loop airlift photobioreactor (EAP)
consists of two vertical tubes operating as the riser and the downcomer, both with the height of 190
cm (Figure 1 (b)). The 5.4-cm-diameter riser is connected to the 10.4-cm-diameter downcomer near
the top and the bottom of the system. Batch culture, both in IAP and EAP, was operated in a wellventilated room where the temperature was maintained at 30±2ºC. The system was sterilised using
sodium dichloroisocyanurate. After two days, residual chlorine was neutralised with sodium
thiosulphate. An initial cell concentration was prepared at 1 x 105 cells mL-1 for all experiments. A
calibrated flow meter (rotameter) was used to control the volume of gas flow supplied to the system
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through a porous gas sparger attached to the base of the column, where the superficial gas velocity
(usg) was controlled at 3 cm s-1. Fluorescent light bulbs (36 watt) were provided on the outer surface
of the column to supply light necessary for photosynthesis. The light intensity at the reactor surface
was controlled at approximately 10,000 Lux (135 µmols photon m-2s-1). In this experiment, the light
source was placed 10 cm away from the surface of the reactor and the intensity was adjusted by
adding the shade between the light and the column. The light intensity was measured with a digital
light meter (DT-1309, CEM, Shenzhen Everbest Machinery Industry Co. Ltd., China).
D
d
Light bulb

7070cm
cm

(36W)

Downcomer

Light sensor
Riser

120 cm

h
H

Sparger

13 cm

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Experimental set-up for the cultivation of C. gracilis in airlift photobioreactor: (a) IAP
and continuous airlift photobioreactor (CAP); (b) EAP. Arrows indicate flow direction.
Table 1. Dimensions of airlift photobioreactor (IAP and CAP)
Dimension (cm)

Parameter

IAP
15
8
0.3
120
100

Column outside diameter (D)
Draft tube outside diameter (d)
Column and draft tube thickness
Column height (H)
Draft tube height (h)

CAP
10
5
0.3
60
40

Continuous culture
The continuous airlift photobioreactor (CAP) with the size of 3 L (dimension given in Table
1) was used with fluorescent light bulbs (18 watt) being on both sides of the column with average
light intensity at the centre of the column of approximately 135 µmols photon m-2s-1. A few designs
of CAP are proposed as illustrated in Figure 2. The first configuration is the single column (System
I), which was used as a control experiment. System II is operated with two CAPs connected in
series, whereas System III is one with three connected columns. In all configurations, the system
was first cultivated as a batch culture with only the first CAP (Column I) operated with an initial
cell concentration of approx 1 x 105 cells mL-1. When the growth of the diatom reached the mid-
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exponential phase, the columns were then connected in series (two columns for System II and three
for System III) and sterilised modified F/2 medium was fed into the first column using a peristaltic
pump with the overflow stream to control the total volume at 3 L in each CAP. A medium feed rate
was varied as indicated in Table 2. A calibrated flow meter (rotameter) was used to control the air
volumetric flow rate supplied to the system through a porous gas sparger at the base of the column,
with a superficial gas velocity (usg) of 3 cm s-1.

Figure 2. Experimental set-up for the cultivation of C. gracilis in CAPs-in-series
Table 2. Operating conditions for CAPs-in-series
Experiment

System

Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
Set 8
Set 9

I
I
I
II
II
II
III
III
III

Medium feed rate (mL min-1)
Stream A
Stream B
Stream C
1
2
3
2
2
4
4
6
6
3
3
3
6
6
6
9
9
9

Stream D
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow
Overflow

Design Options for Outdoor Cultivation
Flat-panel (100 L) airlift photobioreactors (FPAPs) were set up as an outdoor IAP (Figure 3
and Table 3). Aeration with an overall superficial velocity (usg) of 3 cm s-1was provided through a
series of spargers which were installed 6 cm apart at the bottom of the reactor. The light intensity
was measured with a light sensor (Vernier Labquest, with data logger), whereas the temperature
was measured via a thermocouple (IP67, Hanna instrument Inc., with data logger). The operation of
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these large-scale airlifts was carried out under three climate conditions, i.e. Period I (summer),
Period II (rainy season) and Period III (winter).

Figure 3. Experimental set-up for the cultivation of C. gracilis in flat-panel airlift photobioreactor
(FPAP). Arrows indicate flow direction.
Table 3. Dimensions of FPAP
cm
100
30
9
3
10
50
120
5
15

Reactor height (H)
Draft plate height (D)
Bottom clearance (B)
Riser bottom clearance (Br)
Downcomer bottom clearance (Bd)
Height of volume
Reactor length (L)
Riser width (Wr)
Downcomer width (Wd)
Calculations

The specific growth rate for batch cultivation can be obtained from the slope of plot between
the natural logarithm of cell concentration during the exponential phase and cultivation time as
follows:
(1)
where µ is specific growth rate (h ), N1 is cell concentration (cells mL ) at t1 (first sampling time),
and N2 is cell concentration (cells mL-1) at t2 (second sampling time ).
For continuous cultivation, the specific growth rate (µ) is equal to the dilution rate (D) at
steady state, calculated from:
-1

-1
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(2)
where F is medium feed rate (mL min-1) and V is volume of system (mL).
The productivity for batch culture is calculated from the overall growth period, which
represents the average growth of the culture as follows:

where P is productivity (cells h-1), Nf is final cell concentration (cells mL-1) at tf, Ni is initial cell
concentration (cells mL-1) at ti, and v is volume of system (mL).
For continuous cultivation, the productivity can be calculated from:
(4)
where N is final cell concentration in the last column of CAP-in-series (cells mL ) and F is medium
feed rate (mL min-1).
The average temperature under outdoor cultivation can be calculated from the average of the
sum of maximum temperature and minimum temperature during the day. The average surface
energy intensity is the integration over time of solar energy irradiating on the surface of one square
metre (MJ m-2).
-1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design Options for Indoor Cultivation
Batch culture: IAP and EAP
Figure 4 displays the growth of C. gracilis in both the IAP and EAP operating at usg of 3 cm
s . The final cell concentration obtained from the EAP was around 9.82 ×106 cells mL-1 with a
productivity of 1.76 ×109 cells h-1and a specific growth rate of 9.21 ×10-2 h-1 at 94 h, while the IAP
gave final cell concentration of 8.34 ×106 cells mL-1, a productivity of 1.46 ×109cells h-1 and a
specific growth rate of 8.56 ×10-2 h-1 at 96 h. The performance of the EAP was better than that of
the IAP, apparently due to a better light distribution throughout the column. As the riser and the
downcomer of the EAP are separate columns, they are better exposed to light. Our test experiments
demonstrated that the light intensities in the EAP system with and without aeration were not much
different (measured at the centre of the riser and downcomer), indicating that there was no light
shading effect from the bubbles. On the other hand, the light intensity at the centre of the riser in the
IAP decreased about 9% after aeration, which lowered the light availability to the culture. In a
normal cylindrical airlift configuration (like IAP), when the system is aerated with adequate gas
throughput, more bubbles are dragged down the downcomer of the airlift, causing obstruction to
light penetration. In addition, as the alga starts to bloom, dense cells in the downcomer further block
light passage to the system, which even lowers the intensity for those cells in the riser section. This
is why as much as 20% drop in cell productivity is observed in the IAP when compared with the
EAP.
-1
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Figure 4. Growth of C. gracilis in 17-L IAP and EAP
Continuous culture
Although the IAP provides a lower performance when compared with the EAP, it was
employed in the study on continuous culture due to its ease of set-up, maintaining and operating. A
CAPs-in-series system is proposed to overcome the self-shading problem in which the over-grown
culture obstructs light penetration to the system. In this set-up, cells are allowed to grow in separate
compartments connected in series. The first compartment contains the culture at low concentration
and therefore is exposed to high light intensity, and only the last compartment contains cells
growing at high cell density and is subjected to light obstruction effect. Table 4 shows that an
increasing dilution rate from 0.02 to 0.06 leads to a better productivity. Wash-out starts to take place
at the dilution rate of 0.08. The productivity is enhanced by installing a series of reactor so that the
next reactor is started with culture of higher cell density. However, such configuration in which
reactors are installed in series means that the total volume of the system increases and this reduces
the dilution rate. In Table 4 the dilution rate of each reactor is provided along with the overall
dilution rate of the system where reactors are attached in series. The results indicate that the best
productivity can be obtained from a series with 3 reactors, each being operated at a dilution rate of
0.06 (to prevent wash-out in the first column) with an overall dilution rate of 0.02.
Design Options for Outdoor Cultivation
Batch culture
FPAP was employed for outdoor cultivation with no control of light intensity or
temperature. Figure 5 displays the profiles of light intensity and temperature during different
cultivation periods. The daily maximum light intensity was around 60,000-100,000 Lux whilst the
temperature varied between 30-40oC. Table 5 provides the average surface energy intensity and
temperature for each season over the one-year period of this experiment. It can be seen that Periods
I (summer) and III (winter) were subjected to very similar environmental conditions and both the
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Table 4. Performance of CAPs-in-series systems in the cultivation of C.gracilis
Experiment

System

Medium
feed rate
(mL min-1)

Set 1

I

1

0.02

0.02

5.79 x 106

0.35 x 109

Set 2

I

2

0.04

0.04

4.54 x 106

0.55 x 109

Set 3

I

3

0.06

0.06

4.00 x106

0.72 x 109

Set 4

II

2

0.04

0.02

8.10 x 106

0.97 x 109

Set 5

II

4

0.08

0.04

Wash-out*

Wash-out*

Set 6

II

6

0.12

0.06

Wash-out*

Wash-out*

6

2.18 x 109

Di†

Do‡

(h-1)

(h-1)

Final cell concentration Productivity
(cells mL-1)
(cells h1)

Set 7

III

3

0.06

0.02

12.12 x 10

Set 8

III

6

0.12

0.04

Wash-out*

Wash-out*

Set 9

III

9

0.18

0.06

Wash-out*

Wash-out*

†

Dilution rate of individual reactor (D=medium feed rate/individual volume of reactor)
Overall dilution rate of system (D= medium feed rate /total volume)
* Wash-out from one reactor and transferred to the other in series
‡

temperature and energy intensity were in a similar range. Due to the shading by clouds and rain,
Period II (rainy season) exhibited lower culture temperature and energy intensity.
The cultivation was started with an initial cell concentration of 1 × 105 cells mL-1 and the
average growth of C. gracilis in each Period (I, II, III) is illustrated in Figure 6. A maximum cell
concentration of 4.50 ×106 cells mL-1 and specific productivity of 3.76 ×104 cells mL-1 h-1 (3.76 ×109
cells h-1) were obtained from 117-h cultivation in Period I. The cultivation in Period II shows a
decrease in maximum cell concentration to 3.45 ×10 6 cells mL-1 and specific productivity to 2.36
×104 cells mL-1 h-1 (2.36 × 109 cells h-1) which occurred at 142 h. The maximum cell concentration
further decreased to 3.05 ×106 cells mL-1 with specific productivity of 3.12 ×104 cells mL-1 h-1 (3.12
×109 cells h-1) at 95 h when the alga was cultivated in Period III. Note that cell growth ceased after
95 h in Period III. The light exposure duration in Period I (summer) was 1.5 h longer than that in
Period III (winter) and this could directly affect the extent of photosynthesis as observed.
Semi-continuous culture
For semi-continuous culture in 100-L FPAPs under the condition as specified in Period I
(Figure 5), the maximum cell concentration was found to increase with increase in initial cell
concentration as illustrated in Figure 7. The maximum cell concentration of 4.5 ×106 cells mL-1 was
obtained during the first round of cultivation with initial cell concentration of 0.1 ×106 cells mL-1.
This was equivalent to a specific productivity of 3.76 ×104 cells mL-1 h-1 (2.93 ×109 cells h-1) at 117
h. Then the culture was partially harvested at the seventh day and replenished with fresh medium in
a predefined volume such that the initial cell concentration for the second round became 1 ×106
cells mL-1. In this consecutive batch, the maximum cell concentration increased to 7.1 × 106 cells
mL-1 after 96 h of cultivation, with a specific productivity of 6.50 ×104 cells mL-1 h-1 (5.59 ×109 cells
h-1). The culture was thereafter harvested with the same initial cell concentration for the next batch.
The third batch could be harvested after three days at the same maximum cell concentration (7.2
×106 cells mL-1) but with a much higher specific productivity of 8.86 ×104 cells mL-1 h-1 (8.86 × 109
107
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Figure 5. Profile of light intensity and temperature: (a) Period I (summer); (b) Period II (rainy
season); (c) Period III (winter). The light intensity after Hour 60 in Period III was not reported due
to equipment malfunction.
Table 5. Average surface energy intensity and average temperature during cultivation periods
Period
Period I (summer)
Period II (rainy season)
Period III (winter)

Average surface energy
intensity
(kWh m-2)
0.53±0.07
0.40±0.05
0.50±0.07

108
108

Average temperature
(oC)
33.7±0.4
31.4±0.5
33.6±1.6
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Cell concentration ( x 106 cells mL -1 )

cells h-1). This results lead to the conclusion that the culture grows better if started with higher cell
density as the low-density culture could be subjected to light inhibition during the initial stage. This
result corresponds well to the reported cultivation of Arthrospira platensis [21] and Tetraselmis
chuii [22].
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Figure 6. Growth of C. gracilis in 100-L FPAP in different seasons
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Figure 7. Growth of C. gracilis in semi-continuous 100-L FPAP
Economical Analysis
To conduct an economic analysis for the cultivation of C. gracilis, it is assumed that the
target culture has a cell density of about 5x105 cells mL-1 as this is a typical trading value in the
Thai market. The cost estimates for C. gracilis cultivation using batch culture with different reactor
types and sizes are based on the full utilisation of the area of 1.5×1.5 m2 and the resulting cost
distribution is depicted in Table 6. The estimates cover fixed costs and operating costs, i.e.
nutrients, electricity and water, but labour is excluded. The fixed and operating costs are found to be
around 40% and 60% respectively of the total cost. For the area of 1.5×1.5 m2, the total number of
IAP that can be installed is four whilst that of EAP or FPAP is two reactors. Note that the IAP is
smaller and simpler in design so a large number can be fitted in the same area when compared with
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Table 6. Annual costs estimation for cultivation of C. gracilis in indoor and outdoor airlift systems
Initial cell concentration
Max cell concentration
Working volume
Cultivation time
Number of cycle (330 days year-1)
Final cell concentration
Total product volume
Volume of brine water (30 ppt) for dilution
Productivity
Operating costs
- Nutrient requirements
Nutrient cost
Nutrient charge
-Electricity requirements
1.Lighting
2. Compressor
Total electricity requirements
Electricity charge
Total Electricity Charge
- Water/Brine requirements for medium
preparation/dilution
Volume of brine water (concentration)
Brine water (concentration) charge
Total brine water (concentration) charge
Tap water charge
Total tap water Charge
Total brine water (30 ppt) charge
Total operating cost
Fixed costs
Land and construction
(assume 30% of operating cost)
Reactor cost
Reactor life time
Reactor charge
Compressor
Compressor cost
Compressor life time
Compressor charge
Total fixed cost
Total cost
Number of reactors per 1.5x1.5m2
Total operating cost
Total fixed cost
Total cost
Income (0.47 $ L-1)
Profit
Gain (profit/total cost)

Unit
cells mL-1
cells mL-1
L reactor-1
Days batch-1
batches year-1
cells mL-1
L batch-1
L batch-1
L year-1

EAP (17L, indoor)
100,000
9,820,000
17
4
83
500,000
334
317
27,545

IAP (17L, indoor)
100,000
8,340,000
17
4
83
500,000
284
267
23,394

FPAP (100L, outdoor)
100,000
3,670,000
100
5
66
500,000
734
634
48,444

0.0052

0.0052

0.0052

7.28

7.28

34.24

kWh Batch-1
kWh Batch-1
kWh Batch-1
$ kWh-1
$ year-1

10.37
1.37
11.74
0.0938
91

10.37
3.20
13.57
0.0938
105

48.00
48.00
0.0938
297

L reactor-1
$ L-1
$ year-1
$ m-3
$ year-1
$ year-1
$ year-1reactor-1

67
0.0156
86.08
0.3125
6.89
92.96
191.04

57
0.0156
73.11
0.3125
5.85
78.95
191.17

147
0.0156
185.63
0.3125
12.11
163.50
494.74

$ year-1
$ reactor-1
year
$ year-1
unist reactor-1
$ unit-1
year
$ year-1
$ year-1reactor-1
$ year-1reactor-1

57
469
5
94
0.14
81.25
10
1.16
152.22
343.26
2
170
135

57
313
5
63
0.33
81.25
10
2.71
122.56
313.73
4
340
218

148
531
5
106
4
81.25
10
33
287.17
781.91
2
440
255

305
11,477
11,172
37

558
19,495
18,937
34

695
20,185
19,490
28

$ L-1
$ year-1

$ year-1 m-2
$ year-1 m-2
$ year-1m-2
$ year-1m-2
$ year-1m-2

Note: Electricity and water charges were based on current Thailand rates (2012): 1$ = 32 THB.

other configurations. Figure 8 shows that the main operating costs are electricity and brine water.
For indoor cultivation, the cost of lighting becomes the major cost which contributes to about 42%
of the total cost. Electricity is also the major cost for large-scale outdoor cultivation with around
60% of the overall cost, and this is due to the use of compressors to supply aeration. Brine water is
used to adjust the cell density after the harvest and this constitutes around 33-48% of the total cost.
For large-scale and outdoor cultivation, the total costs are higher than a small-scale one owing to the
effect of sizing. The total cost of FPAP (100 L) is around 695 US$ year-1 m-2, whereas the smallscale reactors cost about 305-558 US$ year-1 m-2 . However, the large-scale cultivation provides
better benefits in terms of return as it exhibits higher productivity provided that it is installed within
110
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the same area. This analysis suggests that for high profitability, options like outdoor and large-scale
cultivation should be considered, along with the reuse of brine water. However, the EAP provides
the best gain, which suggests highest return per unit of investment.

Nutrients

Lighting

Air compressors

Brine water

FPAP
(100L, outdoor)

IAP (17L, indoor)

EAP (17L, indoor)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Figure 8. Proportion of operating costs for each airlift photobioreactor
CONCLUSIONS

An airlift photobioreactor has proven effective for the cultivation of Chaetoceros gracilis.
For indoor cultivation, a good alternative design is achieved through the use of an external-loop
airlift system, from which the final cell concentration of 9.82 × 106 cells mL-1 from EAP can be
obtained with a specific growth rate of 9.21 x 10-2 h-1, which was higher than 8.34 × 106 cells mL-1
and 8.56 × 10-2 h-1 obtained from IAP. A continuous mode with reactor-in-series configuration
provides a higher final cell concentration of 12.12 × 106 cells mL-1. The growth rate in this case is
limited by the wash-out condition, which occurs at the individual dilution rate of 0.08 h-1. The
outdoor operation, although suffering from uncontrolled environmental conditions, provides
satisfactory growth performance. The higher maximum cell specific productivity obtained from
indoor culture is counterbalanced by the economy of scale and the ease of operation of the outdoor
system.
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